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Abstract
Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (COPD) is a leading cause of death and disability on
Prince Edward Island (PEI) and is a serious public and personal health issue. Individuals with
COPD are frequent users of Emergency Department (ED) resources. Emergency triage nurses
frequently care for individuals with COPD, yet their knowledge of the disease is unknown. The
purpose of this study was: a) to determine PEI ED triage nurses' knowledge about COPD and b)
to identify if there is a difference in that knowledge based on years of emergency nursing
experience and years of triage nursing experience. The study design was a descriptive,
correlational, cross-sectional quantitative design. A Modified Bristol COPD Knowledge
Questionnaire© (MBCKQ©) was used to determine the nurses' knowledge of COPD. Benner's
Novice to Expert Model was used to compare nurses’ knowledge of COPD to their years of
emergency and years of triage nursing experience. Fifty emergency triage nurses participated in
the research. The emergency triage nurses' correct answers ranged from 40 (62%) to 60 (92%)
out of a total 65 possible answers with a mean total score of 51 (SD 4.01) or 78.5%. While many
COPD topics were answered accurately by the nurses, the topics of breathlessness (55.6%) and
inhaled steroids (62.4%) were the least correctly answered. This study identified a statistically
significant association between level of COPD knowledge and the employment site of the study
participants (p>0.001). The results did not show an association between the level of COPD
knowledge and years of emergency nursing or years of emergency triage experience. The
findings suggest that COPD education should be available to all PEI nurses across the province.
Study results will be used to inform clinical practice and support educational activities among
PEI nurses.
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CHAPTER 1
The Research Problem
In this first chapter, the research problem, risk factors, and the relevance to nursing will
be discussed. Lastly, the study purpose and research questions are introduced.
Background
Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (COPD) is an incurable progressive lung disease
characterized by partially reversible airway obstruction with chronic pulmonary inflammatory
responses to harmful particles and gases coupled with lung hyperinflation (Global Initiative for
Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease [GOLD], 2020; O'Donnell et al., 2008; World Health
Organization [WHO], 2007; 2017c). It is an umbrella term that includes irreversible airflow
obstructive disorders such as chronic bronchitis, emphysema, and chronic asthma. These
conditions can exist singularly or in varying combinations in individuals with this disease
(Bauldoff & Diaz, 2006; Bryan & Navaneelan, 2015; GOLD, 2019; Pickstock, 2015).
Individuals and healthcare systems experience the impact of COPD. Commonly viewed
as a disease of the lungs, COPD also has a significant effect on other bodily systems (Mannino &
Buist, 2007). While not fully understood, it is accepted that systemic inflammation associated
with COPD, combined with factors such as lack of physical activity, cellular hypoxia, aging,
poor nutrition, and medication effects, is partially responsible for the negative impact on the
person (Agusti & Soriano, 2008; Miravitlles & Ribera, 2017). Weight loss and nutritional
abnormalities, skeletal-muscle dysfunction, cardiovascular diseases, diabetes/glucose
intolerance, osteoporosis and fractures, depression, autoimmune disorders, cataracts, glaucoma,
peptic ulcer, impotence, and gastroesophageal reflux are common clinical conditions experienced
by individuals with COPD (Agusti & Soriano, 2008; Garvey, 2011; O'Donnell et al., 2008;
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Prince Edward Island Department of Health and Wellness [PEIDoHW], 2014). Thus,
individuals with COPD often experience: limited capacity to perform their activities of daily
living (ADLs), reduced health-related quality of life (QoL), and increased risk of disability
(leading to increased healthcare utilization and costs), respiratory failure, personal suffering, and
premature death (Canadian Thoracic Society [CTS], 2012; Dirven et al., 2013; Public Health
Agency of Canada [PHAC], 2018; Ulrik et al., 2011; Victor et al., 2011).
Despite an overall decline in smoking, COPD prevalence continues to climb. In 20002001, the number of Canadians 35 years and older diagnosed with COPD was 1.1 million and in
2012-2013 a little over 2 million Canadians were diagnosed with the disease, which is an 82%
increase in reported cases (Statistics Canada, 2018b). Yet COPD prevalence rates are believed to
be significantly underestimated related to differing medical coding methodology and errors in
data collection (GOLD, 2020). Among Prince Edward Islanders, the prevalence of COPD has
increased from 6.6% in 2004 to 9.0% in 2013 (PEIDoHW, 2016).
Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease is a leading cause of death and morbidity. In
2015, COPD was the fourth leading cause of death worldwide (WHO, 2017c). In 2018, COPD
was the fifth leading cause of death in Canada (Statistics Canada, 2020b) and the third leading
cause of mortality in Prince Edward Island (PEI) (Statistics Canada, 2020b). This disease is
responsible for significant numbers of physician consultations, ED visits, and hospitalizations
annually (Canadian Foundation for Healthcare Improvement [CFHI], 2015). Health PEI, the
province's health authority, has invested in COPD initiatives in the primary healthcare setting to
address these problems to contain healthcare costs and achieve better patient outcomes (Health
PEI, 2013b). However, this strategy is based on the early detection of disease in the primary
healthcare setting.
2

The traditional approach to COPD screening assumes that all individuals have ready
access to a family physician. However, over 4.7 million Canadians, or 15.3% of the population
aged 12 years and older, lack regular access to a family physician (Statistics Canada, 2019a).
The proportion of Islanders without regular access to a family doctor was 12.8% and 9.5% in
2013 and 2014, respectively (Statistics Canada, 2015a; 2015b). In 2017, the proportion of
Islanders without access to a primary care provider was estimated to be 15.9% (Statistics
Canada, 2019a). In 2017, PEI's population was 150,483 (Statistics Canada, 2020d. Based on
these numbers, 23,926 Islanders are without regular access to a family physician. There are
approximately 15,744 Islanders registered on the provincial Patient Registry Program as of
February 24, 2020 (Government of Prince Edward Island [GPEI], 2020). Many people who do
have a family doctor are often unable to promptly access their provider due to inconvenient
office hours, work commitments, and inability to obtain a timely appointment to address health
concerns (Canadian Institute for Health Information [CIHI], 2016b). As a result, EDs are
frequently utilized by persons without ready access to a family physician, including those with
undiagnosed COPD.
Early recognition of respiratory symptoms indicative of COPD leads to early intervention
and should be a high priority for healthcare professionals in any setting. Secondary prevention, a
critical nursing role, is the early detection of the development and occurrence of illness to
provide timely intervention and treatment of disease (Canadian Nurses Association [CNA],
2015; PHAC, 2013b). Accurate, early diagnosis and appropriate treatment of COPD reduces
mortality and morbidity rates, improves patient outcomes, and healthcare utilization (Csikesz &
Gartman, 2014). Registered nurses (RNs) are educated to identify human responses, to detect
abnormal patient presentations, and to recognize risk factors for diseases such as COPD.
3

Secondary prevention activities, such as identifying those at risk for, or symptomatic of COPD,
require nurses, including emergency nurses, to possess the knowledge to guide and support these
activities.
Emergency Nurses and Triage
Emergency nursing is a well-recognized specialty within the nursing profession.
Approximately 10% of the total Canadian acute care nursing workforce, or 15,670 RNs, work in
an ED setting, and about 150 RNs practice in the 4 PEI EDs (CIHI, 2013; CNA, 2012).
Emergency nurses provide care to individuals of all ages who present to the ED with health
concerns ranging from non-urgent to life-threatening conditions, based on specialized knowledge
and extensive education. Within their role and scope of practice, ED nurses function with a high
degree of autonomy and initiate individualized care to those in need (National Emergency
Nurses Association [NENA], 2014b). Emergency nurses must identify life-threatening patient
presentations, prioritize care, and provide resuscitative measures and other treatments as
required. They also provide education, support, and direction to patients and families to promote
healthy lifestyles.
Well educated and competent, emergency nurses follow high standards in emergency
care and evidenced-informed practices to support patient care. The CNA administers the
Emergency Nursing Certification Exam to measure the attainment of a defined body of nursing
knowledge within the specialty of emergency nursing. The nursing profession, ED managers,
and employers value this credential. As of February 2017, 1,155 nurses across Canada held
Certification in Emergency Nursing with 12 of those from PEI (CNA, 2017). However, only 9
PEI nurses held a Certification in Emergency Nursing as of January 29, 2020 (CNA, 2020).
As the national body for emergency nurses in Canada, NENA’s mission is to advance,
4

through advocacy and education, the highest standards and practices for emergency nursing
(NENA, 2016). This organization provides educational opportunities, position statements, and
conferences to promote excellence in emergency nursing. This influential body has identified
the requirement to practice as an emergency nurse to be a minimum of 2 years acute care
experience and achieved competency in courses such as Basic and Advanced Cardiac Life
Support (BCLS/ACLS), Trauma Nursing Core Course (TNCC), and preferably Emergency
Nursing Certification Canada (ENC(C)) (NENA, 2019). Based on the work of Patricia Benner
(1982), NENA describes competency as “an expected level of performance that integrates
knowledge, skills, abilities, and judgement.” (NENA, 2019, p.1). Theoretically, as an emergency
nurse gains more experience and education through work assignments, course attendance, and
self-study, s/he progresses from being a novice to an expert emergency nurse. The complete list
of NENA’s (2019) core competencies for emergency nurses is available in Appendix A.
Emergency nurses also have specialized training to work as triage nurses. Triage is a
complicated process where triage nurses quickly assess and sort patients who present to the ED,
assign an acuity level based on the patient assessment, and direct the patient to appropriate
medical services in a timely and efficient manner (NENA, 2019a). Triage nurses use critical
thinking to perform triage. Emergency triage nurses have a prominent role in the delivery of
acute care services and play a crucial role in patient flow and efficient use of patient treatment
areas (Ganley & Gloster, 2011). They are responsible to provide ongoing assessment of those
waiting to be seen, serve to inform patients and families of care expectations and anticipated wait
times, and provide information to the ED team that helps to define the acuity of the department.
A triage nurse must have "well-developed personal traits, cognitive characteristics,
behavioural characteristics, expert assessment, critical thinking, clinical judgment, and
5

prioritization skills” (NENA, 2019b, p. 1-2). As well, a triage nurse should have: (a) a minimum
of 2 years recent emergency nursing practice; (b) competency in emergency nursing; (c) the
ability to perform advanced assessments; (d) interview and interpersonal skills; and
(e) the Canadian Triage and Acuity Scale (CTAS) course (NENA, 2019b, p.1). The CTAS tool
(Appendix B), used by triage nurses to guide their decision making process, provides a standard
approach to assessment and quick prioritization of patients' medical needs upon presentation to
the ED (Bullard, Unger, Spence, Grafstein & the CTAS National Working Group, 2008). To
ensure accuracy and effectiveness in their role, triage nurses must acquire a broad knowledge
base of disease-related knowledge. Since CTAS training includes advanced respiratory
assessment, and individuals with COPD frequent the services of the ED, triage nurses are well
positioned to identify individuals who present with risk factors or signs/symptoms of COPD.
Relevance to Nursing
Nurses act as knowledge navigators within the healthcare system (CNA, 2005; 2015).
Emergency triage nurses are one entry point to the health system and have the opportunity to act
upon patient presentations that may represent undetected or undiagnosed disease. Triage nurses
have the opportunity to assist in the early identification of potential health concerns for patients
with COPD. They can influence the timeliness and quality of care the person at risk for the
disease receives, especially for individuals without ready access to a family physician.
The emergency and triage nurse’s role in health promotion and illness prevention
activities is an important one. Piper (2008) and Taggart (2008) argued the ED is a practice
setting where nurses could influence patients' health behaviour by providing credible and
accurate health information, counselling patients on modifiable risk factors that could negatively
affect their health, and answering questions about the issue that prompted them to attend the ED.
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Disease prevention or screening can occur in the ED. However, for these activities to be
successful, emergency and triage nurses must know the conditions they encounter.
Within their practice environment, emergency triage nurses encounter individuals who
have, or are at risk of developing COPD. These nurses have an opportunity to identify potential
cases of early COPD and support early diagnosis and treatment. These actions, in turn, will
influence the timeliness and quality of care the person at risk for the disease receives, especially
for individuals without ready access to a family physician.
As emergency triage nurses base their clinical decisions on knowledge and experience,
they must have accurate knowledge about COPD. However, the number of studies that examine
nurses' knowledge of COPD is limited. Thus, the breadth and depth of COPD knowledge among
ED triage nurses is unknown. A determination of triage nurses' knowledge of COPD is needed
to ensure their role in early detection and intervention of those who may be at risk for, or living
with, COPD.
This study adds to the nursing literature as there is relatively little known regarding triage
nurses’ knowledge of COPD. To date, no published studies on the level of COPD knowledge
among PEI’s triage nurses have been conducted. Nurses need the most current evidence-based
information to provide the most appropriate care. Determining the level of COPD knowledge
among this group of nurses is essential to inform nursing practice in this clinical area and to
optimize nursing care to individuals at risk of developing or with COPD as well as optimize
patient outcomes.
New nursing knowledge generated from research has the potential to change how nurses
deliver care to individuals and to improve access to the healthcare system. The knowledge
gained from this study may be used to develop educational and practice interventions to improve
7

the detection of this significant chronic disease in the ED. Such interventions may aid in the
reduction of undiagnosed COPD cases by supporting triage nurses to identify early signs and
symptoms of the disease. Early detection of the disease would alleviate the many undesirable
disease effects, ensure patients receive the correct disease treatment, and slow disease
progression, thus improving patient outcomes.
Completion of this study may provide researchers with new lines of inquiry to learn more
about the triage nurse’s role in secondary disease prevention. As the burden of chronic diseases
increases, activities or interventions that allow for early detection of diseases such as COPD need
to be aggressively explored. Currently, nurses’ scope of practice is underutilized within our
healthcare system, given the heavy reliance on the system to define nursing by tasks, rather than
competencies (Besner, 2006). This study supports early detection of this disease, as triage nurses
have the necessary knowledge to detect undiagnosed COPD and such detection is within their
scope of practice.
Purpose and Research Questions
The purpose of this study was: a) to determine PEI ED triage nurses’ knowledge about
COPD; and b) to identify if there is a difference in that knowledge based on years of emergency
nursing experience and years of triage nursing experience.
The research questions for the study were:
1. What is the ED triage nurses’ knowledge of COPD?
2. Is there an association between the ED triage nurses’ knowledge of COPD and their years
of emergency nursing experience?
3. Is there an association between the ED triage nurses’ knowledge of COPD and their years
of triage nursing experience?
8

CHAPTER 2
Literature Review
Given that this study’s purpose was to determine the COPD knowledge among PEI
emergency triage nurses, this review focuses on the COPD disease process; ED presentations of
individuals with, or at risk for, COPD; and emergency triage nurses’ knowledge of COPD.
Search Strategy
Several search strategies were used to develop the literature review. The Cumulative
Index to Nursing and Allied Health Literature (CINAHL) and the Medical Literature Analysis
and Retrieval System Online (MEDLINE©), using the PubMed function, were accessed to review
available literature within both databases available through the Robertson Library at the
University of Prince Edward Island. Keywords and a limitation of 'English language only' was
applied to the database search as the researcher’s language is English. MEDLINE © was searched
using Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) for "nurses' knowledge", "emergency nurses'
knowledge", "triage nurses' knowledge", “emergency nursing”, "COPD", "chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease", "chronic disease", "chronic illness", "chronic respiratory disease",
“emergency department”, “ED”, “ED presentations”, and “ED visits”. The CINAHL search used
the same terms and filters. In addition to CINAHL and MEDLINE ©, the Google Scholar search
engine was used to identify other related articles for review. Articles retrieved from these
searches were reviewed to determine if they applied to the study subject. A review of reference
lists or bibliographies of critical articles yielded additional articles, as well as available primary
sources of peer-reviewed research studies, abstracts, literature reviews, and articles.
COPD Overview
Mannino and Buist (2007) noted that “COPD is a heterogeneous disease process that
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varies greatly from person to person concerning lung pathology, the natural history of the
disease, and comorbidity” (p. 766). Thus, persons with COPD could have similar smoking
habits and risk factors but have different disease presentations and treatment responses. Such
presentation differences are possibly due to the many COPD phenotypes and the person’s
severity of illness (GOLD, 2020). Characteristic responses to COPD risk factors include the
development of reactive airways, typical responses to infections, abnormal cellular repair, and
development of comorbidities (Mannino & Buist, 2007). The changes to the lungs include
destruction and enlargement of the bronchioles and alveoli that lead to issues with normal
expiration (‘emphysema’) and chronic inflammation manifested by mucus hypersecretion and
distal airway obstruction (‘chronic bronchitis’) (GOLD, 2019; 2020).
COPD Prevalence, Mortality, Morbidity, and Healthcare Costs
A common adult disease, COPD is a leading cause of mortality and morbidity globally
(GOLD, 2020). The prevalence of this disease is on the rise worldwide, including within our
province, at a significant pace (Statistics Canada, 2018b). High annual healthcare costs for
related physician visits, ED visits, and hospitalizations for disease management lead to a
significant burden of COPD (CIHI, 2016b).
Prevalence. It has been estimated that the number of COPD cases was 384 million in
2010, or a global prevalence of 11.7% (GOLD, 2020). Prevalence rates for COPD are believed
to be underestimated (GOLD, 2020). According to the Canadian Chronic Disease Surveillance
System, the age-standardized prevalence of COPD in 2000-2001 was 7.0% or 1.1 million
Canadians, which increased to 9.4% or 2.0 million Canadians in 2011–2012 (PHAC, 2018).
Evans et al. (2014) found the prevalence of measured airflow obstruction diagnostic of COPD to
be 2 to 6 times higher than self-reported disease estimates among Canadian study participants
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between 35 to 79 years of age. The Canadian Lung Association [CLA] (2007) estimated that 1.5
million Canadians have COPD, with another 1.6 million people believed to be undiagnosed. The
prevalence of COPD is higher in men compared to women, smokers, ex-smokers versus nonsmokers, and in persons 40 years of age or older (GOLD, 2020). It is anticipated COPD
prevalence rates will rise due to an increase in risk factor exposure coupled with an aging
population (GOLD, 2020).
Risk factors such as high self-reported rates of cigarette smoking and an aging population
influence the prevalence of COPD on PEI (Health PEI, 2013a; Statistics Canada, 2014a; 2014c).
Approximately 4881 Islanders aged 35 and older reported being diagnosed with chronic
bronchitis, emphysema, or chronic obstructive pulmonary disease by a health professional in
2015 (Statistics Canada, 2016a). The prevalence of COPD in PEI among adults 35 years of age
or older increased from 6.6% in 2004 to 9.0% in 2013, based on the Canadian Chronic Disease
Surveillance System (CCDSS) administrative data (PEIDoHW, 2016). In 2018, the prevalence
of COPD among all Islanders 65 years of age or older was 10.4% (Statistics Canada, 2020a).
The prevalence of COPD among Islanders by sex in 2004 was 7.4% among males and 6.1%
among females; in 2013, it was 9.5% and 8.7%, respectively (PEIDoHW, 2016).
Mortality. In 2015, COPD was the fourth leading cause of death worldwide (WHO,
2017c; GOLD, 2019) and was predicted by the WHO (2017b) to be the third leading cause of
death globally by 2030. However, the most recent GOLD Report (2019) projected COPD to be
the third leading cause of death by 2020. In contrast to the decline in mortality from
cardiovascular disease, COPD mortality rates have increased. Currently, COPD is the fifth
leading cause of death in Canada (Statistics Canada, 2020c) and the third most common cause of
mortality in PEI (Statistics Canada, 2020c). On PEI, individuals with COPD have a mortality
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rate 2.8 times higher than those not diagnosed with the disease (PEIDoHW, 2014). Similar to
prevalence rates, mortality rates for COPD are believed to be underestimated as a result of
erroneous cause of death coding (Jensen, Godtfredsen, Lange, & Vestbo, 2006; O'Donnell et al.,
2007), missed disease diagnosis, and inconsistent application of the International Statistical
Classification of Diseases and Related Health Problems (ICD) coding of illness (GOLD, 2020).
Morbidity. Physician visits, emergency department visits, hospitalizations, health care
and treatment costs, work absences, and limitations in daily life activities are important COPD
disease morbidity measurements (Rabe, 2004). While up to 30% of acute exacerbation of COPD
(AECOPD) causes are unknown, frequently cited reasons for disease exacerbations include
respiratory infections, poor adherence to medications, and exposure to noxious substances or a
combination of these conditions (CTS, 2010; Welniak, Panzenbeck, Koyfman, & Foran, 2015).
Disease exacerbations are responsible for the highest rate of hospital admissions and
readmissions among chronic illnesses, surpassing ischemic heart disease as the leading cause of
hospitalization in Canada (Benady, 2010). The number of COPD admissions will continue to
increase. For example, Khakban and colleagues (2017) reviewed 10 years of British Columbian
administrative health data and found that the number of patients diagnosed with COPD increased
from 59,091 in 2001 to 98,368 in 2010. They also projected that COPD diagnoses would
increase to 250,074 by 2030, with 55% of this group being 75 years and older.
Healthcare costs. The provision of care to individuals with COPD is costly. An
estimate of annual healthcare costs in Canada for caring for COPD exacerbations ranges from
$646 million (Mittmann et al., 2008) to $1.5 billion Canadian dollars per year (CTS, 2010).
Maleki-Yazdi, Kelly, Lam, Marin, Barbeau, and Walker (2012) studied 285 patients from across
Canada and found that the cost to maintain a COPD patient was $2,475 per patient/year.
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However, healthcare costs for this disease are possibly understated. Gershon, Guan, Victor,
Goldstein, and To (2013) found that people with COPD were responsible for up to one-third of
all Ontario hospitalizations, ED visits, ambulatory care visits, long-term care placements, and
home care use. As well, Dang-Tan, Ismaila, Zhang, Zarotsky, and Bernauer (2015) found, in
their systematic review on COPD costs, that COPD patients averaged 0 to 4 emergency
department visits, 0.3 to 1.5 hospital visits, and 0.7 to 5 physician visits per year. They estimated
the average total cost per patient ranged between $2,444 to $4,391 (Canadian dollars) from a
patient perspective to $3,910 to $,6693 (Canadian dollars) from a societal perspective. On PEI,
COPD is the second highest cause of hospitalizations and accounts for 3.2 % of all hospital
admissions in the province (CFHI, 2015). The average length of stay (ALOS) for hospitalized
Island patients with a primary diagnosis of COPD was 8.9 days in 2015 (CFHI, 2015); the
Canadian ALOS was 7.7 days in 2013 to 2014 (CIHI, 2015). The number of admissions to
Island hospitals for COPD for 2017-2018 was 533 with the ALOS being 9.1 days (CIHI, 2019).
COPD Risk Factors
The risk for an individual to develop a disease depends upon genetic makeup, personal
habits and health behaviours, and environmental exposure (WHO, 2018). As a disease, COPD
develops slowly after many years of extended exposure to harmful agents in a gene-environment
interaction (GOLD, 2020). Many factors are known to contribute to the development of COPD.
Smoking is possibly the best-known COPD risk factor, but since non-smokers can also develop
the disease, other influences must be involved. Table 1 provides a list of external, internal, and
other COPD risk factors. A discussion of the most common risk factors follows. Although not
all individuals at risk for COPD will develop the disease, it is crucial for emergency triage nurses
to know the risk factors that may contribute to the development of the disease (GOLD, 2020).
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Table 1
Risk Factors for Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (COPD)
External

Internal

Other

Smokinga
Socioeconomic
statusa
Occupational
irritantsa
Biomass fuel
exposurea

Genetic factorsa
Gender
Chronic mucus hypersecretion

Airway hyper-responsivenessa
Asthmaa
Elevated IgE
Environmental pollution
Perinatal events & childhood
respiratory illness
Recurrent bronchopulmonary
infections
Diet

Note. In an attempted descending order – a risk factors with strongest evidence to support.
Adapted from “Clinical Assessment of COPD,” by J. Vestbo, 2010. In N. A., Hanania, & A.,
Sharafkhaneh (Eds.), COPD: A guide to diagnosis and clinical management, p. 22. Copyright
2010 by Springer Science+Business Media.
External risk factors. Many risk factors have been associated with the development of
COPD. External risk factors, or outside influences, for developing COPD include smoking,
socioeconomic status, occupational irritants, and biomass fuel exposure. These risk factors are
thought to be modifiable or adjusted to limit a person’s risk of developing a disease. Of the
external risk factors discussed, smoking is a significant factor in the development of COPD.
Smoking or exposure to environmental tobacco smoke. The use of tobacco accounts
for 80 to 90% of COPD cases although non-smokers can also develop the disease (GOLD,
2020). Individuals, who smoke, have a significant annual rate of lung capacity decline, suffer
more respiratory ailments, and have higher COPD mortality rates than non-smokers (GOLD,
2020). However, persons with similar smoking habits and risk factors could have different
COPD disease presentations and treatment responses. Exposure to environmental tobacco smoke
increases the risk of developing COPD in non-smokers. Blair and Evelo (2014) identified the
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consumption of flavoured tobacco products with a ‘waterpipe' or hookah, and adolescents' use of
marijuana as potential COPD risk factors. The authors noted that these substances' by-products
(carbon monoxide, nicotine, carcinogens, and heavy metals) are delivered in greater
concentrations than tobacco smoke and result in more damage to the lungs.
The use of e-cigarettes as a smoking cessation aid has been promoted in recent years.
This alternative to smoking on lung health is not well understood. There have been smaller
studies to determine if the use of e-cigarettes is a risk factor in COPD development. Bozier,
Rutting, Xenaki, Peters, Adcock, and Oliver (2019) found that COPD patients should avoid
using e-cigarettes as a smoking cessation aid, as the material in the devices seems to mimic the
damage and inflammation seen in cigarette smoking, thus possibly accelerating disease
progression.
Female smokers also appear to be more susceptible to the adverse effects of tobacco,
resulting in earlier, and more severe, disease development compared to their male counterparts
(Blair & Evelo, 2014; Chapman, 2004; Ulrik et al., 2011). The development of COPD is seen
with the presence of chronic bronchitis in younger smokers. There is also evidence that
siblings of severe COPD sufferers who smoke are at risk of developing airflow obstruction,
which could be due to a gene-environment interaction (GOLD, 2020). In 2014, 19.7 percent of
Islanders aged 12 years and older reported being a current smoker (Statistics Canada, 2016c). In
2017, the overall smoking prevalence among Islanders was 17.3% (Statistics Canada, 2020e).
Socioeconomic status. There is some evidence that individuals with a lower
socioeconomic status have a higher risk of developing COPD. Possible exposure to indoor and
outdoor air pollutants, crowding, poor nutrition, high smoking rates, early respiratory infections,
poor access to healthcare, or other factors related to lower socioeconomic status are thought to
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play a role in this relationship (GOLD, 2020; Mannino & Buist, 2007). Lower income
households spend a larger share of their income on necessities of life (food, shelter, and clothing
than the average household (Statistics Canada, 2015d). The prevalence of lower income PEI
households in 2015 was 16.9% or 23, 460 private households (GPEI, 2019).
Occupational irritants. Risk factors for COPD include prolonged exposure to
occupational dust, chemicals, vapours, gases, and fumes (CTS, 2010; GOLD, 2020; PHAC,
2018). Occupational hazards such as organic and inorganic dust, chemical agents, and fumes are
underappreciated as possible COPD risk factors. However, the incidence of workplace exposure
to such pollutants could be as high as 19.2% in total and 31.1% in non-smokers (GOLD, 2020).
Environmental regulations designed to minimize the impact of occupational hazards on workers’
health vary among developed and less developed countries. While PEI lacks substantial
industrial infrastructure, agriculture is one of the top three industries in the province. The use of
pesticides, fertilizers, and other by-products of farming places agricultural workers at risk for
developing lung-related problems such as chronic bronchitis (Szczyrek et al., 2011).
Biomass fuel exposure. Exposure to biomass fuels is a significant COPD risk factor
(CTS, 2010; GOLD, 2020 PHAC, 2013a). Approximately 3 billion people use wood, coal,
straw, or other material to heat, cook, or maintain households worldwide (GOLD, 2020). These
activities increase the risk of developing COPD among women in developing countries in
particular due to their societal role in maintaining a household. A 2006 Chinese study by Ran
and colleagues (as cited in Mannino and Buist, 2007), found COPD prevalence in non-smoking
women exposed to biomass smoke to be 2 to 3 times higher in rural women compared to their
urban counterparts. The burning of wood (raw or pellets) represents approximately 10% of
PEI’s total energy consumption and 40% of homes on PEI have a wood-burning unit (The
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Environmental Advisory Council and Public Forest Council Joint Working Group on Biomass
Heat, 2010).
Internal risk factors. Internal risk factors or non-modifiable factors are factors that
cannot be changed to minimize disease. Genetics, gender, and chronic mucus hypersecretion
have been identified as internal risk factors for developing COPD. These factors will be
discussed in relationship to their association to the disease.
Genetics. Genetic factors such as serine protease Alpha-1 Antitrypsin Deficiency and a
family history of asthma are considered COPD risk factors. Alpha-1 Antitrypsin Deficiency is
the cause of COPD in 1% to 3% of individuals (Mannino & Buist, 2007). Up to 5% of people
with COPD are thought to be alpha-1 antitrypsin deficient. As of 2015, no Prince Edward
Islanders were registered with the Canadian Alpha-1 Antitrypsin Deficiency Registry (Bradi,
Audisho, Casey, & Chapman, 2015).
Gender. Traditionally a condition seen most often in men, COPD is now as common
among Canadian women as with men. This is due to gender-related smoking patterns and
occupational exposure (Benady, 2006; GOLD, 2020; Gut-Gobert et al., 2019; Hernandez, Balter,
Bourbeau, & Hodder, 2009; Mannino & Buist, 2007). Chapman, Tashkin, and Pye (2001)
identified a treatment gender bias; despite both sexes presenting with similar symptoms, COPD
was less likely to be correctly diagnosed in symptomatic women compared to men.
Chronic mucus hypersecretion. In an inflammatory response to noxious stimuli, the
lungs’ bronchial epithelial goblet mucus cells and submucosal bronchial glands enlarge and
proliferate, producing significant amounts of mucus within the lungs (Tian & Wen, 2015). In
COPD, the lungs' ability to clear mucus is affected, allowing for the formation of mucus plugs,
which further block and narrow airways and provide an environment for bacterial or viral
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growth. Chronic mucus hypersecretion is associated with a decline in lung function and places
individuals with this condition at higher risk of AECOPDs and hospitalization when compared
with those individuals who do not have the disease (Tian & Wen, 2015).
Other risk factors. Other risk factors linked to the development of COPD include
airway hyper-responsiveness, elevated immunoglobulin E (IgE); asthma; environmental
pollution; perinatal events/childhood respiratory illness (lung growth and
development, childhood respiratory infections); recurrent bronchopulmonary infection; and diet.
Although evidence of this group of risk factors and COPD disease development is not as strong
as with other previously discussed risk factors, they may play a part in the development of this
disease.
Airway hyper-responsiveness. Airway hyper-responsiveness is a state whereby
bronchospasms or contraction of the small airways is easily triggered in the affected person. In
population studies, an independent predictor of respiratory deaths and COPD is airway hyperresponsiveness. It is unclear which pathological features are reflected by airway hyperresponsiveness in COPD (GOLD, 2020).
Elevated Immunoglobulin E (IgE). Immunoglobulin E (IgE) is a type of antibody
produced by the immune system and is responsible for the body’s reaction to allergens. Asthma
and COPD, while both airway diseases, have distinct differences in airflow obstruction
reversibility with asthma being reversible and COPD not. However, some individuals with
COPD may have an asthmatic component to their clinical presentation. A theory known as the
Dutch Hypothesis suggests that asthma and COPD are essentially one disease entity with
common origins, clinical presentations, and risk factors, but expressed differently along a
continuum of disease symptoms (Postma, Weiss, van den Berge, Kerstjens, & Koppelman, 2015;
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Samaha, Elsaid, & NasrEldin, 2015). According to this theory, COPD exacerbations may have
an allergic component with elevated levels of IgE detected in the person experiencing the disease
flare-up. High levels of IgE present in the individual with COPD may suggest atopy leading to
airway inflammation, more severe symptoms, and a further decline in lung function and thus
may be a risk factor for COPD (Samaha et al., 2015).
Asthma. Asthma and COPD may develop similar physiologic features or overlapping
symptoms over time. In a 20-year longitudinal study by Silva and colleagues (2004), individuals
with active asthma were 10 times more likely to develop chronic bronchitis symptoms, 17 times
more likely to be diagnosed with emphysema, and 12.5 times more likely to experience COPD
symptoms. An individual with asthma who smokes has a 12 times higher risk of developing
COPD than individuals who do not have asthma (GOLD, 2020).
Environmental pollution. WHO (2017a) noted that urban air pollution causes 1% to 2%
of COPD cases globally. A five-fold incidence of reduced lung function in children living in
areas with high particle and nitrogen oxide levels when compared to children who live in areas
with low levels of particle and nitrogen oxide (GOLD, 2020). The Air Quality Health Index
(AQHI) provides a measurement of air quality risk to human health. This scale measures from 0
to 10; 0 equates to no threat to human health and 10 relates to very high risk to human health.
The average AQHI score for PEI is two, which means the province’s air quality presents a low
threat to human health (GPEI, 2017).
Perinatal events & childhood respiratory illness. Developmental risk factors for COPD
include prematurity and childhood chronic chest infections before the age of 5 years (GOLD,
2020). Normal lung development occurs from gestation into childhood and the teenage years.
According to GOLD (2020), factors that impact normal lung growth and development during this
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period could increase the possibility of a person developing COPD. Another possible risk factor
for COPD is the impact of childhood respiratory infections.
Lung growth and development. Factors that affect lung development in utero and
childhood, such as low birth weight and respiratory infections, may have the potential to increase
the risk of developing COPD (GOLD, 2020). According to the Prince Edward Island
Reproductive Care Program Perinatal Database Report 2011, the average PEI newborn weighed
3,482 grams compared to the Canadian average of 3,355 grams (PEIDoHW, 2013). Therefore,
low birth weight does not appear to be a significant factor contributing to COPD on PEI
compared to other jurisdictions. Unborn children of pregnant smokers are at risk of impaired
fetal lung development in utero as a consequence of maternal smoking behaviour. The selfreported rate of smoking during pregnancy per 100 deliveries in 2011 was 19.2. While the PEI
rates of smoking during pregnancy and second-hand smoke exposure has declined over the past
10 years, it remains a prenatal risk factor for pregnant women under the age of 25 years
(PEIDoHW, 2013).
Childhood respiratory infections. A history of severe/recurrent childhood respiratory
illness has been associated with an increased risk of COPD development in adulthood due to
reduced lung function and changes in airway responsiveness (GOLD, 2020). A severe
respiratory illness may result in a hospitalization. The number of pediatric respiratory
admissions on PEI has not increased over the past several years (Personal communication, K.
Martin, March 2, 2020). There is also a hypothesis that lower lung function in parents is related
to lower lung function in their children; however, this possible relationship is not entirely
understood (Mannino & Buist, 2007).
Recurrent bronchopulmonary infection. Pulmonary tuberculosis and human
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immunodeficiency virus (HIV) have also been linked to COPD development but the prevalence
of these infections among Islanders is low (Government of Canada [GoC], 2016a; 2016b).
However, it is thought that respiratory infections associated with AECOPD episodes have an
impact on COPD progression (GOLD, 2020). Of note, the PEI Government has actively
promoted immigration as a means to support economic activity within the province. Immigrants
from India, China, Vietnam, and the Philippines contributed to the largest proportion of foreignborn TB cases to Australia, Canada, New Zealand, United Kingdom, and the United States
during 2005 to 2009 (White et al., 2017).
Diet. Linkages between obesity, diet, and lung function are yet to be demonstrated.
However, some studies have suggested a link between the factors. For example, the influence of
antioxidant or anti-inflammatory properties of food on lung function or COPD symptoms has
been hypothesized to be associated (Enescu, 2010). A diet with high amounts of specific
nutrients, including vitamin E, vitamin C, and total carotenes has been associated with improved
lung function (Hanson, Rutten, Wouters, & Rennard, 2014; Park et al., 2015). In 2008, 34.4% of
Prince Edward Islanders self-reported consuming five or more servings of fruits and vegetables
daily (Statistics Canada, 2016b). Obesity is also thought to influence the development of COPD
as adipose tissue is thought to be a source of proinflammatory mediators. High levels of
proinflammatory mediators have been identified in individuals with COPD (Hanson, Rutten,
Wouters, & Rennard, 2014). The obesity rate, based on self-report among Islanders increased
from 32.4% in 2012 (Statistics Canada, 2015c) to 37.8% in 2018 (Statistics Canada, 2019b).
Pathophysiology
The pathological changes of COPD include inflammation and fibrosis of the airways,
smooth muscle hypertrophy, goblet cell hyperplasia, mucus hypersecretion, and lung
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parenchyma destruction (Barnett, 2009). Cartilage, smooth involuntary muscle, and an inner
lining of mucus membranes comprise a healthy airway wall (Mitchell, 2015). Repeated
exposure to harmful irritants such as tobacco smoke, occupational dust/chemicals, and
environmental pollutants leads to the chronic inflammation characteristic of COPD and produces
changes such as scarring and fibrosis of the airways, parenchyma, vasculature, and alveoli. The
resultant impact is a narrowing and remodelling of the lung tissue, an increase in the number of
goblet cells, enlargement of mucus-secreting glands of the central airways, and vascular changes
(Hudd & Zaiken, 2011; Mitchell, 2015). The destruction of the lung parenchyma (emphysema),
produces a loss of elastic recoil that results in the inability of airways to remain open during
expiration. The loss of lung elasticity leads to air trapping within the lungs and irreversible
airflow obstruction (Mitchell, 2015). The contraction of the bronchial smooth muscle also
results in airway obstruction in COPD. This bronchoconstriction can create a wheeze caused by
the turbulent airflow through narrow bronchioles. In individuals with COPD, wheezes on
expiration are common (Mitchell, 2015).
Mucus hypersecretion and ciliary dysfunction of the lungs are responsible for a chronic
cough and sputum production associated with COPD. Smoking causes direct damage to lung
cilia which results in these specialized structures, failing to trap and clear inhaled debris from the
airways. Smoking also leads to increased mucus production or mucus hypersecretion, disruption
in the standard tissue repair processes, and thickening of the lungs’ small airways, thus
producing the cough and sputum production characteristic of COPD (Mitchell, 2015).
Therefore, airway limitation, bronchoconstriction, and mucus hypersecretion are responsible for
changes to the lung structure that result in the signs and symptoms of COPD.
COPD Signs and Symptoms
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Signs and symptoms of COPD are a result of pathological changes in the lungs, such as
chronic inflammation, small airway disease, destruction of lung parenchyma or emphysema, and
increased mucus production (GOLD, 2020). These changes result in airflow obstruction, air
trapping, and lung hyperinflation impairing normal pulmonary gas exchange and proper cardiac
function (GOLD, 2020)
Symptoms. A symptom is a clinical finding that is experienced by the person and
deemed so significant to be reported by the patient, a family member, a caretaker, or a nonmedical professional to a healthcare provider (Cox, Ray, Jensen, & Diehl, 2014). Classic
symptoms of COPD include a cough, progressive dyspnea or shortness of breath on exertion,
sputum production, and wheeziness (CTS, 2010; GOLD, 2019; Holmes & Scullion, 2015).
Individuals with COPD may also experience weight gain (due to activity limitations), weight
loss, restriction of activity (including sexual), syncope, or feelings of depression or anxiety
(Dury, 2016; GOLD, 2020). While a chronic cough is usually the first COPD symptom to
develop, progressive dyspnea that impacts daily function may be the reason the affected person
seeks medical attention (Bauldoff & Diaz, 2006).
Cough. A cough, a defence mechanism that protects the lungs against environmental
irritants such smoke, inflammation, or foreign body, is a response to the inflammatory process
occurring in the airways (Mitchell, 2015). Thus, the first symptom of COPD to develop is a
chronic, recurrent, non-productive cough that begins intermittently and evolves into being
present every day, throughout the day. Smoking is the most significant and preventable risk
factor for chronic cough (Smith & Woodcock, 2006). The individual, with a persistent cough,
typically attributes the condition to smoking or other triggers and may not seek immediate
medical advice. As the disease progresses, the individual’s cough evolves into a productive
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cough as a result of the increased mucus production in response to chronic inflammation of the
airways (Mitchell, 2015). Smith and Woodcock (2006) noted that a cough may be a useful
symptom in screening individuals at risk for COPD in the community.
Dyspnea. The classic, and most significant, COPD symptom is the presence of dyspnea
or breathlessness (GOLD, 2019, 2020). Individuals with COPD experience dyspnea daily
(Marciniuk et al., 2011; Registered Nurses’ Association of Ontario [RNAO], 2005). Dyspnea is
a “subjective and complex phenomenon” (Bailey et al., 2013, p.110) experienced by the
individual when the demand for ventilation is disproportional to the ability to respond to
ventilatory needs (Mitchell, 2015). Dyspnea is a complex physiological response to several
factors such as sensory perception, central processing and motor commands, the work of
breathing, and chemical factors affecting the person’s respiratory drive (Marciniuk et al., 2011).
Typical descriptions of dyspnea include a sensation of heaviness, gasping, air hunger, or having
to work hard to breathe. However, descriptions of dyspnea will vary among individuals and
cultures.
The degree of dyspnea perceived by the affected individual is proportional to the success
of their respiratory effort (Marciniuk et al., 2011; RNAO, 2005). Therefore, the less successful
the respiratory effort, the greater the sense of dyspnea experienced by the person. However, the
precise mechanism of dyspnea remains poorly understood and requires further research to
understand this phenomenon. The presence of breathlessness typically prompts individuals to
seek medical attention (Mitchell, 2015). Bailey et al. (2013) advocated that it be considered the
sixth vital sign for individuals with COPD. As one of the leading causes of anxiety and
disability among individuals with COPD, dyspnea is both persistent and progressive (GOLD,
2019, 2020). Initially noted during strenuous activity, the affected individual’s breathlessness
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will worsen with disease progression until s/he is dyspneic at rest and is unable to participate in
ADLs and social events. Worsening dyspnea, along with increased cough and sputum
production, not relieved with the increased use of medications, are indicators that the individual
with COPD is experiencing an AECOPD. Individuals with COPD can experience many
episodes of worsening symptoms per year (Dang-Tan et al., 2017; GOLD, 2020).
Sputum production. Persons with COPD often produce small quantities of thick sputum
after coughing spells. Chronic bronchitis, a component of COPD, is defined as the regular
production of sputum for 3 or more months in 2 consecutive years (GOLD, 2020). However,
sputum production in individuals with COPD may vary. Changes in sputum characteristics may
be an indication of the onset of AECOPD secondary to a lung infection.
Wheezing and chest tightness. Wheezing and chest tightness are nonspecific symptoms
of COPD that may vary between and within days. The presence of a wheeze and chest tightness,
while typically associated with asthma, may be present at any stage of COPD disease
development. However, a significant amount of lung decline associated with COPD occurs
much earlier than previously believed with more than half of the individual’s lung capacity
decreased by the time a diagnosis of COPD is made (GOLD, 2020; Zielinski, Bednarek, & the
Know the Age of Your Lung Study Group, 2001).
Signs. A sign is a clinical finding or phenomenon about a health finding that can be
detected by someone other than the individual affected by the disease (Cox et al., 2014).
Physical signs of COPD are not usually present until the disease has progressed into the
moderate to severe stages. Upon visual inspection, a ‘barrel-shaped’ chest, protruding abdomen,
and elevated resting respiratory rate; shallow, pursed-lip breathing; and use of accessory
respiratory muscles are typical signs seen in individuals with COPD with significant disease
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(GOLD, 2019; 2020).
The respiratory rate increases in proportion to disease severity. Thus, the physical
examination of an individual with advanced COPD may show the use of accessory respiratory
muscles to assist with breathing. Cyanosis, elevated jugular venous pulse (JVP), and peripheral
edema are also markers of the presence of severe disease. Specifically, the physical examination
of the chest by auscultation and percussion would find hyperinflation; wheezing (heard on forced
and unforced expiration) and diffuse decreased breath sounds; hyper-resonance (low pitch
sound) on percussion; prolonged expiration; and coarse crackles upon inspiration (GOLD, 2019;
2020).
Individuals with COPD may present with signs of either a predominantly chronic
bronchitis or emphysema component to their disease. Individuals with chronic bronchitis may be
obese, cough and expectorate phlegm frequently, commonly use accessory muscles to aid in
breathing, have coarse breath sounds with a wheeze on auscultation, and may have edema and
cyanosis. Individuals with emphysema may be thin, have little or no cough or phlegm
production, use pursed-lipped breathing and accessory respiratory muscles to breath, and adopt
the tripod sitting position to breathe (GOLD, 2019; 2020).
Diagnosis of COPD
A diagnosis of COPD in middle-aged individuals who present with a slow progression of
respiratory symptoms, a long history of tobacco smoking, and dyspnea during exercise is
common. An accurate disease diagnosis requires a detailed patient history and physical
examination confirmed by spirometry testing (GOLD, 2020). The patient history should include
a review of potential COPD risk factors; past medical history including a family history of
COPD or other respiratory diseases, hospitalizations, respiratory illnesses, current medications,
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and co-morbidities; description of symptom development; the impact of symptoms on ADLs;
and risk factor modifications such as smoking cessation if appropriate. Typically, a COPD
diagnosis occurs when the disease is at the moderate to the severe stage when up to 50% of an
affected individual’s lung capacity is lost (Barnett, 2008; Bruce & McEvoy, 2007; GOLD,
2020).
Prompt and accurate COPD diagnosis is essential to limit disease complications and to
improve patient and healthcare system outcomes (GOLD, 2020). Conversely, an incorrect
diagnosis can result in significant personal suffering, delayed care, and unnecessary medical
costs (Tinkelman, Price, Nordyke, & Halbert, 2006). The best way to reduce and control COPD
healthcare costs is through early diagnosis and implementation of evidence-based disease
management strategies to treat disease symptoms quickly. Given that the treatment of severe
COPD cases can cost the healthcare system up to 7 times higher than the care associated with the
treatment of less severe cases, early detection and intervention would improve the care of the
impacted person while containing healthcare costs (Miravitlles et al., 2006). Despite the
widespread accessibility of evidence-based COPD diagnostic and treatment guidelines for
clinicians, accurate diagnosis and treatment of the disease are frequently suboptimal (Cooke,
Sidel, Belletti, & Fuhlbrigge, 2012). Instead, COPD is quite often over-diagnosed,
misdiagnosed, or underdiagnosed resulting in inaccurate disease estimates, delayed correct
treatment, needless personal suffering of those affected related to worsening symptoms and
disease exacerbations, and an increased cost to the healthcare system (Haroon, Adab, Griffin, &
Jordan, 2013; Haroon, Adab, & Jordan, 2012; Walters, Hansen, Walters, & Wood-Baker, 2008).
The reasons for the lack of correct COPD diagnosis among individuals are varied.
Barnes and Kleinert (2004) described COPD as a "neglected disease" (p. 564), possibly ignored
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by healthcare providers, researchers, clinicians, and industry because of the view that COPD is a
smoker's disease and thus self-inflicted. This fatalistic belief, coupled with a general lack of
patient and healthcare providers' knowledge of disease risk factors and symptoms, results in a
general lack of recognition of COPD. Cooke et al. (2012) described COPD as a disease within
the concept of ‘clinical inertia,’ or having the ability to recognize the signs and symptoms of the
disease but failing to act upon them. Cooke and colleagues categorized clinical inertia of COPD
into patients, clinicians, and healthcare system factors resulting in misdiagnoses, underdiagnoses,
and suboptimal therapeutic care for the condition.
Researchers of extensive studies of the methods of early identification of individuals with
COPD found that a majority of people reported at least one respiratory symptom that may be
present at a time before spirometry detected airflow obstruction. These individuals are at high
risk for COPD development and would benefit from secondary prevention interventions. Much
depends on the success of convincing such people, as well as healthcare workers, that even
minor respiratory symptoms are not typical and may be markers of future illness (GOLD, 2019,
2020).
COPD Treatment and Management
The goals of COPD care are to maintain the affected person's functional capacity, treat
and prevent disease exacerbations, and improve their quality of life (Bryan & Navaneelan, 2015;
CTS, 2010; GOLD, 2019; 2020). The CTS noted that COPD treatment goals are to slow disease
progression, reduce the number and severity of AECOPDs, improve QoL and exercise tolerance,
and reduce disease mortality (O’Donnell et al. 2008). Management of COPD involves nonpharmacological and pharmacological interventions aimed to maximize symptom control,
exercise tolerance, and enhanced quality of life (O’Donnell et al., 2007). Success of both
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interventions relies on individuals receiving education on the disease management.
Non-pharmacological treatment. COPD is a chronic illness that requires the affected
individual to adjust and adapt to his/her new condition. Improving exercise tolerance, practicing
smoking cessation, ensuring current vaccinations, and promoting adequate nutrition are
important non-pharmacological treatments in COPD care.
Exercise. Exercise and regular activity are key in the management of COPD. This can
be difficult for individuals with COPD because of the fear of worsening dyspnea that often
comes with exercising. However, this should be the priority for COPD patients. Pulmonary
rehabilitation programs have shown improvement of COPD patient outcomes especially in
individuals with moderate to severe disease (GOLD, 2020; O’Donnell et al. 2008). However, any
reasonable exercise program will be of benefit to this population to counter the effects of
physical inactivity such as muscle weakness.
Breathing retraining techniques decrease dyspnea and assist the individual with COPD to
regain control of his/her breathing. Breathing techniques, such as pursed-lipped breathing,
diaphragmatic breathing, and lateral-costal breathing, are used to slow breathing and strengthen
respiratory muscles (Marciniuk et al., 2011).
Smoking cessation. Smoking cessation is the only intervention proven to slow the rate of
lung function decline, improve symptom control, and prolong life in individuals with COPD
(O’Donnell et al., 2008). Successful smoking cessation usually requires many attempts on the
part of the smoker. Thus it is vital for nurses to inquire about the smoking status of their
patients, especially if they know or suspect a patient has COPD. It is essential to discuss with
individuals who smoke the range of interventions (nicotine replacement therapy and medications
such as bupropion) that have been associated with improved cessation rates (GOLD, 2020;
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O’Donnell et al., 2008). Although e-cigarettes have been promoted as a smoking cessation aid,
the evidence has not supported their use as nicotine replacement (GOLD, 2020).
Vaccinations. Health promotion activities such as vaccinations are critical to the
management of COPD. Annual influenza vaccination, in particular, has demonstrated a
reduction in COPD morbidity and mortality by as much as 50% in seniors with the disease
(O’Donnell et al., 2008). The vaccination also has been shown to reduce hospitalizations by as
much as 39% in COPD patients (O’Donnell et al., 2008). The CTS recommends that the
pneumococcal polysaccharide vaccine (Pneumovax®) be delivered at least once to COPD
patients and be repeated in 5 to 10 years (O’Donnell et al., 2008). This vaccine protects against
23 types of pneumococcal bacteria. Healthcare providers should inquire about the immunization
status of individuals with, or at risk of, COPD (GoC, 2018b).
Nutrition. The role of nutrition is an important component in COPD management for
several reasons. First, the work of breathing can be significant, requiring a great deal of physical
energy and increased caloric intake. Subsequently, individuals with COPD suffer from an
imbalance between energy intake and expenditure that can lead to weight loss and muscle
wasting. The consequences of this inequality are increased disability, further lung impairment,
weakness, and increased risk of infection (GOLD, 2020). It has been reported that individuals
with COPD with a low body mass index may have an increased risk of death (GOLD, 2020).
Secondly, the impact of COPD medications on the nutritional status of the individual
should be considered. For example, the use of systemic corticosteroid medication during an
AECOPD may contribute to the depletion of fat-free mass and the development of osteoporosis
(RNAO, 2005). Lastly, the influence of everyday disease realities such as dyspnea, depression,
anxiety, physical disability, social, and financial limitations will affect the nutritional needs or
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the ability to achieve food security of individuals with COPD (GOLD, 2020).
Pharmacological treatment. Pharmacological treatment remains an important
component of COPD treatment and management to achieve symptom relief, reduce disease
exacerbation frequency and severity, improve exercise tolerance, and improve QoL (Bourbeau et
al., 2019; Hudd & Zaiken, 2011; O’Donnell et al., 2008). Medications such as inhaled
bronchodilators, antibiotics, oral steroids, and inhaled steroids reduce the severity of COPD
symptoms and exacerbations.
Inhaled bronchodilators. While some bronchodilators can be taken orally
(methylxanthines), the primary method of drug delivery is through inhalation using a metered
dose inhaler (MDI) with a spacer or aerochamber (O’Donnell et al., 2008). Use of a nebulizer is
discouraged as it is an ineffective method of bronchodilator treatment delivery (O’Donnell et al.,
2008). As the name implies, bronchodilators act to relieve bronchoconstriction by decreasing
airway smooth muscle tone. This effect on the smooth muscle opens the airways and allows for
a reduction in both air trapping and dyspnea while improving exercise tolerance and health
status. Bronchodilators should be given on a regular basis to prevent or reduce symptoms
(GOLD, 2020, O’Donnell et al., 2008).
There are two classes of bronchodilators used in the treatment of COPD: inhaled
anticholinergics and Beta2 agonists. Anticholinergics (such as Ipratropium bromide [Atrovent ©])
block the effects of the neurotransmitter acetylcholine which results in a decrease in
bronchoconstriction and mucus secretion in the lungs (Hudd & Zaiken, 2011). Beta 2 agonist
agents relax the lungs’ smooth muscle resulting in improved airflow and mucus clearance
(GOLD, 2020; Hudd & Zaiken, 2011). Both classes include drugs that are short-acting beta 2
agonists (SABA) and long-acting beta2 agonists (LABA) (GOLD, 2020; O’Donnell et al., 2008).
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A SABA (such as Salbutamol [Ventolin©] and Fenoterol [Berotec©]) is used to provide quick
relief of symptoms such as acute episodes of dyspnea; whereas a LABA (such as Salmeterol
Xinafoate [Serevent©] is used regularly to help prevent, reduce, or control ongoing disease
symptoms such as breathlessness (GOLD, 2020; Hudd & Zaiken, 2011). Due to the convenience
of LABAs (such as Indacterol [Onbreze©]) patient adherence to medication regimes is improved,
which provides better control over frequent symptoms therefore improving the individual’s QoL
(Bourbeau et al., 2019).
Antibiotics. Antibiotics are commonly used in the treatment of AECOPD to counter the
effects of increased dyspnea, sputum production, and cough that differs from the individual’s
baseline. While treatment with antibiotics for a bacterial infection is without question, the use in
viral infections has been controversial given the cause of the infection in the general population.
However, the incidence of an exacerbation relapse is lower when AECOPD are appropriately
treated with antibiotics (GOLD, 2020).
Oral corticosteroids. Oral corticosteroids are recommended in the treatment of
AECOPD. They have been found to improve lung function and shorten the length of hospital
stay due to an AECOPD. Oral corticosteroids also reduce the risk of early relapse or
hospitalization for subsequent acute exacerbations (GOLD, 2020; O’Donnell et al., 2008).
However, long-term use of oral corticosteroids is not recommended, as evidence is lacking on
patient benefits outweighing the adverse systemic effects such as osteoporosis, muscle weakness,
hypertension, dermal thinning, and cataract formation (GOLD, 2020; O’Donnell et al., 2008).
Inhaled corticosteroids. Inhaled corticosteroids (ICS) should be initiated in individuals
with severe or very severe COPD with a history of frequent exacerbations despite maximum
bronchodilator therapy (GOLD, 2019; Hudd & Zaiken, 2011). Bronchodilators can be combined
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with inhaled corticosteroids where studies have found that this combination is more effective
together in improving lung function, rates of AECOPD, and overall health status (GOLD, 2020;
Hudd & Zaiken, 2011). Research has also found that this combination does not extend survival
and there may be a risk of pneumonia.
Utilization of the Emergency Department by Individuals with COPD
Worsening COPD symptoms, or an AECOPD, are a frequent reason for individuals with
COPD to present to the ED for care (CTS, 2010; GOLD, 2019). According to the National
Ambulatory Care Reporting System (NACRS), COPD was among the top three reasons for
admission to hospital from the ED in 2014–2015 (CIHI, 2016a). This group of patients can wait
a significant amount of time in the ED for the physician to decide to admit them to the hospital
(from 11.2 to 11.7 hours) or for an inpatient bed (an additional 27.5 to 30.2 hours). As well,
18.8% of individuals with COPD present back to the ED for readmission within 30 days of their
initial hospital discharge (CIHI, 2012a). Rowe et al. (2008) calculated that approximately 1.4%
of total ED visits were related to AECOPD. As well, upper respiratory infections and symptoms
such as a cough, wheeze, or shortness of breath (typical symptoms of COPD) are common
reasons for people to present to the ED for care (CIHI, 2012b).
Dalal, Shah, D’Souza, and Rane (2011) studied the elements and characteristics of COPD
hospital-based care that account for high healthcare costs. They reported that intermittent COPD
disease exacerbation might occur from one to three times a year or more in affected patients.
Additionally, some episodes of AECOPD are severe enough to require treatment for long periods
in the ED or subsequent admission to the hospital. An AECOPD can lead to significant
complications such as pneumothorax, respiratory failure, and death (Dalal et al., 2011).
Regarding readmissions, 15% of COPD hospitalized patients return to the hospital with any
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diagnosis within 30 to 60 days, and 17.8% of ED patients have a repeat ED visit with any
diagnosis within 30 to 60 days (Dalal et al., 2011). As the costs of treating a severe COPD case
has been estimated to be as much as 7 times higher than a mild case, the overall healthcare costs
are substantial (Miravitlles et al., 2006).
An Alberta study conducted by Rosychuk et al. (2010), investigated older adults who
presented to 100 EDs within the province with a diagnosis of COPD over 6 years. These
researchers reported that the number of COPD ED visits increased over that timeframe.
Rosychuk and colleagues found that COPD patients averaged 2.2 ED visits, and 36% of study
participants had repeated ED visits during the study period. Regarding COPD, 63.8% of patients
visited the ED only once, and 16.1%, 7.0%, 3.8%, 2.3%, and 7.1% patients visited the ED 2, 3,
4, 5, and 6 or more times, respectively. In this study, persons 65 years of age or older were
responsible for the majority of ED visits for COPD, with 32.8% of participants admitted to the
hospital for care. The likelihood of developing COPD increases with age. In 2012- 2013, 15%
of seniors between the ages of 65 and 69 were living with COPD; for seniors aged 85 years and
older, 26% were living with COPD (GoC, 2018a). Based on the 2016 census data, the number of
Islanders aged 65 and over in 2016 was 28,092 (Statistics Canada, 2018a), and is predicted to
increase to 38,324 by 2026 and to 51,412 by 2056 (GPEI, 2018).
In 2016, Rosychuk, Youngson, and Rowe studied the rates of ED presentations of persons
with COPD over 12 months and used time-series modelling techniques to quantify the identified
patterns. They reported that COPD ED visits followed a consistent pattern with a high number
of presentations in the late winter; whereas, there were a lower number of visits for COPD care
in the late summer. The influences of a cold-weather environment where people
spend more time indoors in enclosed spaces and circulating seasonal viral infections predispose
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COPD patients to upper respiratory tract infections, influenza, and pneumonia.
In an American study, Tsai, Griswold, Clark, and Camargo (2007) reviewed the records
of 388 COPD (mixed asthma–COPD or COPD only) patients who were diagnosed by a
physician with AECOPD, to determine the factors associated with their ED visits. During a
year-long study, 13% of the individuals had more than 6 ED presentations of the 1,090 ED visits.
Most participants reported having a primary care provider (PCP) and health insurance, yet
approximately 50% used the ED for AECOPD care, and 15% used the ED to obtain their
maintenance prescriptions. Rowe et al. (2008) found that Canadian COPD patients were more
likely to use the ED to obtain medication maintenance prescriptions than their American
counterparts. Factors associated with ED visits for AECOPD were disease severity, lack of
access to a PCP, and Hispanic descent. In PEI, the proportion of Islanders without regular access
to a family doctor was 12.8% and 9.5% in 2013 and 2014, respectively (Statistics Canada,
2015a; 2015b). In 2017, the proportion of Islanders without access to a primary care provider
was estimated to 15.9% (Statistics Canada, 2019a).
Frequent ED presentations of individuals with an AECOPD have a significant personal
impact. In their study, Robinson, Lucas, van den Dolder, and Halcomb (2017) noted anxiety,
fear, and self-blame impacted participants’ ability to follow their disease management action
plan and often lead to frequent presentations to the ED. Study participants reported the lack of
timely access to primary care (PC) services at short notice left them with little option other than
to present to the ED for treatment of AECOPD symptoms. As well, this group believed that
healthcare professionals minimized COPD’s complex symptom presentation and the daily
challenge of living with the disease. Study participants thought ED staff, including nurses, could
improve the patient experience and the quality of care by sharing their knowledge of COPD,
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which could reduce the number of ED visits for COPD.
Emergency Nurses' Knowledge of COPD
Frequently, nurses who work in the ED encounter individuals with COPD or at risk for
the disease. Emergency triage nurses provide direct care to this patient group and should be
knowledgeable about COPD disease processes and treatment regimes, yet their level of COPD
knowledge is unknown. Most nursing literature provides COPD disease descriptions (Barnett,
2008; Boyle & Locke, 2004; Bruce & McEvoy, 2007), discusses nurse-led interventions that
facilitate improved disease management (Efraimsson, Hillervik, & Ehrenberg, 2008; Gibbons,
Hamilton, Maw, & Telford, 2001), and describes primary care nurses’ feelings of security and
confidence following targeted COPD educational activities (Berland & Bentsen, 2015). Nurses’
knowledge of inhaler devices in the care of COPD patients (Baverstock, Woodhall, & Maarman,
2010; De Tratto et al., 2014; Kishore et al., 2008; Rajbanshi & KC, 2016) and the use of peak
expiratory flow meters (Hajia, Mohammed, Al-Saqer, Kamel, & El-Shazly, 2011) has also been
studied.
The literature describing nurses' factual knowledge of COPD is limited. Several studies
examined nurse practitioners' (NPs) and primary care nurses' knowledge of COPD and found
various levels of disease knowledge among the groups (Berland & Bentsen, 2015; Blair & Evelo,
2013; 2014; Edwards & Singh, 2012; Guo, et al., 2018; Naidoo, Mahomed, Asmall, & Taylor,
2014; Staiou, Kotrotsiou, Gourgoulianis, & Raftopoulos, 2018).
Johnson and Smith (2016) reviewed and compared five evidence-based COPD clinical
guidelines to determine the necessary knowledge and skills required of registered nurses in order
to provide optimal care to hospitalized respiratory patients. They proposed the critical COPD
knowledge which acute care nurses should know is core knowledge of disease pathophysiology
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including resultant changes, tests required for diagnosis, appropriate patient monitoring
activities, evidence-informed pharmacological treatments, and appropriate non-pharmacological
interventions. For example, they identified knowledge of oxygen therapy and inhaled
medication administration (steroids and bronchodilators) was essential knowledge for nurses to
possess when caring for COPD patients.
Several researchers have tried to determine the level of COPD knowledge among nurses
working in a hospital setting. Poudel, Shrestha, and Piryani (2016) studied 24 hospital nurses
working in a tertiary care hospital, to determine their knowledge of COPD, routes of COPD
medication administration, and the methods of testing for the disease. Of the nurses who
participated in this study, 16.7% did not identify their work unit, 33.3% worked in intensive care,
and 12.5% worked in the medical unit. One third of the study participants could identify all
common obstructive airway diseases, but none could correctly name the two techniques
(spirometry or peak flow meter) for measuring the degree of airway obstruction found in COPD.
However, 56.4% of the nurses did name spirometry as one method necessary for a COPD
diagnosis. All participants identified that inhaled medication was the most efficient long-term
drug therapy for the disease. The study instrument in Poudel et al.'s study consisted of seven
general COPD questions compiled by the authors without an explanation of the method of
instrument validation.
De Godoy, Nogueira, and Godoy (2016) aimed to determine the knowledge of COPD
among 243 Brazilian primary and acute nurses. They found that the study participants had
COPD knowledge deficits. For example, 81.6% of the participants could not define COPD
correctly, 76.1% did not know that spirometry was necessary for the correct diagnosis, 79%
answered questions on bronchodilators incorrectly, and 15.4% knew the proper inhaler
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technique. The researchers concluded that the nurses needed more education and support to
provide adequate care to persons with COPD. However, De Godoy et al. did not provide a
breakdown of the percentage of acute care and primary care nurses who participated in the study
nor their work location. The researchers also did not describe their data collection instrument,
the validity or reliability of the instrument, nor method of data collection.
Lastly, Johnston, Maxwell, Maguire, and Alison (2012) studied the level of knowledge,
training, and confidence of HCPs who practiced in rural and remote areas of Australia. This
work was part of a larger project to develop training and educational materials. Of the 31 study
participants who completed a questionnaire, 13 were nurses and 9 were physiotherapists, the
remaining participants included occupational therapists, physicians, dieticians, physiotherapy
assistants, and student nurses. Fifty-five percent of the study participants worked in community
health, 32% worked in a hospital setting, and 7% were in private/general practice. The median
length of time participants worked in their current position was 2.5 years (range 3 weeks to 40
years).
Regarding COPD knowledge questions, the mean total knowledge score was 8.5 out of a
total of 19 (SD 4.5) or 44.5% (Johnson et al., 2012). The researchers did not identify the type of
questionnaire used. Basic knowledge questions related to disease pathophysiology and diagnosis
were more likely to be answered correctly. However, 26% of participants correctly answered
questions related to smoking as the cause of COPD, the difference between asthma and COPD,
and the need for spirometry to diagnose COPD. The participants answered questions related to
pulmonary rehabilitation with less accuracy than other questions. Overall the study results
showed that this group of HCPs lacked knowledge, confidence, training, and experience to
deliver information on the management of COPD to patients in a rural or remote setting (Johnson
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et al., 2012).
Several studies examining nurses’ knowledge of COPD used a validated instrument
known as the Bristol COPD Knowledge Questionnaire (BCKQ ©) (White, Walker, Roberts,
Kalisky, & White, 2006). This questionnaire consists of 65 questions on 13 COPD disease specific topics. Guo et al. (2018) used the BCKQ © in their study of Taiwanese nurses'
knowledge, attitudes, and behavioural intentions toward Pulmonary Rehabilitation promotion.
They also determined if there were differences among nurses who worked in specialized Chest
Medicine Clinics versus General Internal Medicine Units regarding these outcomes. The results
of the COPD knowledge portion of the study revealed a mean score of 39.96 out of a possible
score of 65 (61.20%) for the nurses employed in the Chest Medicine Clinics (N=93) and a mean
score of 38.19 out of a possible score of 65 (58.72%) for the nurses who worked in the General
Internal Medicine Wards (N=191). The study authors commented that the level of COPD
knowledge among both groups of nurses was inadequate.
Staiou, Kotrotsiou, Gourgoulianis, and Raftopoulos (2018) invited 39 acute care nurses
who worked in several hospital settings to complete the BCKQ© in order to assess the test-retest
reliability and the psychometric properties of the questionnaire. Twenty participants (51.28%)
worked in a hemodialysis unit, 14 (35.9%) in a surgical unit, 3 (7.69%) in a medical unit, and 2
(5.13%) in the emergency department. Thirty-five nurses were female. Almost 90% of the
participants (n=35) were front-line nurses; 2 nurse researchers, and 2 nursing assistants also
completed the questionnaire. Thirty-three participants were educated in a technological
institution, two were university prepared, and four were educated in a secondary institution. The
overall mean total working experience was 17.1 (SD 8.7) years with a range of 0 to 32 years; in
the current department it was 8.13 (SD 6.7) years with a range of 0 to 24 years. The participants’
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average COPD knowledge score was 52%. The researchers concluded that the BCKQ © was
suitable to determine COPD knowledge of nurses and could be used as a screening tool to assess
their knowledge deficits.
Only Edwards and Singh's (2012) study of 108 acute care and primary care providers
found participants demonstrated adequate levels of knowledge regarding COPD symptoms and
treatments using the BCKQ© as a study instrument. The study results revealed that HCPs had a
mean score of 50/65 (77%) correct answers with a range of correct answers of 24 to 62. The
study also identified gaps in the HCPs' knowledge regarding breathlessness (mean score 3.3 or
66%) and inhaled steroids (mean score 2.7 or 54%). The authors did not describe the types of
care providers (physicians, nurses, and pharmacists) or their work locations.
Except for Berland and Bensten's (2015) qualitative research study, the studies that
examined nurses' knowledge of COPD or treatment techniques used a questionnaire, return
demonstration, or pre-post study design to answer the research questions posed. The number of
participants in the reviewed studies varied from 11 (Berland & Bensten, 2015) and 24 nurses
(Poudel et al., 2016) to 516 nurses (Hajia et al., 2011) and 236 NPs (Blair, & Evelo, 2013).
No Canadian studies that described nurses’ knowledge of COPD were identified. The
reporting of complete descriptive statistics varied among the studies with De Trattos et al.'s
(2014) offering a complete description of participants. The other studies reviewed either did not
document age, gender, education, or place of work.
A gap in the literature exists regarding knowledge of COPD among ED triage nurses.
Emergency triage nurses, as frontline healthcare providers, are the first point of contact for most
individuals who seek emergency care services. Triage nurses must make accurate decisions
based on a rapid assessment in an often hectic and emotional environment. Although researchers
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have explored the importance of decision-making as a skill among triage nurses, there has been
limited inquiry into the knowledge base that informs these decisions, specifically those related to
COPD. Since emergency triage nurses encounter individuals who have or are at risk of
developing COPD, they must have adequate knowledge of this disease. However, the
knowledge among ED triage nurses of COPD is unknown. The limited number of studies
examining nurses’ knowledge in this area, the increased prevalence of COPD, and the trend
towards a proactive approach make the proposed study both relevant and timely.
The Conceptual Framework
A conceptual framework is the overall conceptual foundation of a study that underpins
the research process. Schlotfeldt (2006) wrote that a conceptual framework for nurses'
knowledge includes the "strategies, values, approaches, and technologies along with the
scientific and artistic principles essential to the fulfillment of the nursing role” (p.16). Hall
(2005) included accepted practices, culture, beliefs, and values as influences on the development
of nursing knowledge. Because nursing is a profession that has its knowledge base embedded in
the clinical setting, it is often a challenge to describe what contributes to its development
(Benner, 1982). Therefore, all sources of knowledge must be critically examined to
determine suitability for nursing practice. Nursing research generates evidence-informed nursing
knowledge which forms the basis of professional, quality nursing care. Nurses must maintain
and demonstrate a high level of knowledge acquisition and competency to provide quality
nursing care to their patients. The nursing profession also draws on knowledge from disciplines
such as the social sciences and philosophy to contribute to the development of nursing
knowledge (Rodgers, 2005). As well, nursing knowledge evolves as it is created, shared,
critiqued, tested, and recreated in a dynamic process that involves many factors.
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Upon entry to the nursing profession, nursing students acquire knowledge of nursing,
practices, theories, skills, and ethics through classroom content and practical clinical
experiences. The post-secondary nursing curriculum includes instruction on the disease risk
factors, signs and symptoms, medical and pharmacological treatment, patient care, and
complications of many adult medical diseases. The entry registration exam tests nursing
students’ understanding of basic disease knowledge. After graduation, registered nurses build on
that knowledge base by engaging in the practice, professional development, and continuing
education activities. Nurses take new knowledge and experiences obtained through many
different clinical situations and incorporate those functions into practice.
Nursing knowledge and expertise are linked. Corbett and Quinn Griffin (2016) defined
triage nurse expertise "as the combination of triage skill and triage knowledge that results in
appropriate assessment and nursing care interventions in any triage situations" (p. 250). Both
experience and knowledge of triage nurses are essential in developing and achieving expertise in
their role. As previously noted, the emergency triage process occurs within a complex, dynamic
environment where the triage nurse must quickly assess many patients with diverse health
concerns ranging from minor to life-threatening. Triage nurses’ ability to complete patient
assessments with accuracy and speed, while recognizing illness and abnormal health patterns, is
critical to the success of the triage process. Their performance in this role will impact the ED
team’s efficiency, provision of quality of care, and patient outcomes.
Corbett and Quinn Griffin (2016) noted that triage nurses must obtain specialized
education, training, and experience to achieve expertise in the triage role. A specific orientation
to the triage area, formalized triage education, such as completion of the CTAS course, as well as
ongoing professional continuing education, are necessary to achieve competency in the triage
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role. The qualities that Corbett and Quinn Griffin described as essential for triage align with the
conditions that NENA (2019), based on the work of Benner (1984), also described as being
necessary to be present in a triage nurse. The work of Benner will be examined to understand
the process of developing expertise in nursing practice.
Benner’s Novice to Expert Model
The conceptual framework that guided this research study was Patricia Benner's (1984)
Novice to Expert Model. Benner, a nurse educator, was interested in the process of knowledge
(practical and theoretical) and skill acquisition among nurses. Benner’s work was greatly
influenced by the Dreyfus Model of Skill Acquisition. Benner's doctoral research formed the
basis of the book From Novice to Expert: Excellence and Power in Clinical Nursing Practice. In
her book, Benner described the process by which nurses learn knowledge and skill acquisition in
nursing. The Novice to Expert Model, based on increasing levels of nursing proficiency,
describes the five stages of nurse development: novice, advanced beginner, competent,
proficient, and expert. Benner noted of the stages or levels that:
These different levels reflect changes in three general aspects of skilled performance.
One is a movement from reliance on abstract principles to the use of past concrete
experience as paradigms. The second is a change in the learner's perception of the
demand situation, in which the condition is seen less and less like a compilation of
equally relevant bits, and more and more as a complete whole in which only certain parts
are relevant. The third is a passage from detached observer to the involved performer.
(Benner, 1984, p. 13)
Benner (1984) defined theoretical knowledge as ‘knowing that' and practical knowledge
as ‘knowing how.’ She believed the development of knowledge in a practice discipline, such as
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nursing, comes from the extension of knowledge through research and understanding through
clinical experience. Benner studied nursing practice in order to identify and describe knowledge
which nurses use in their clinical practice (Brykczynski, 2006). She believed practical
knowledge could extend nursing knowledge, and experience gained from clinical practice was a
valuable source of knowledge development. In Benner’s model, nurses develop an
understanding of their patients’ care needs over time from a combination of education and
clinical experiences. Thus, nursing knowledge is accumulated over time, as well as with
increasing clinical experience gained through practice (as cited in Sitzman, Eichelberger, & R2
Library, 2017). Benner also thought that a nurse could be skillful and knowledgeable without
knowing specific nursing theories.
Stages of Benner’s Model
The following paragraphs will describe Benner’s five levels of nursing experience:
novice, advanced beginner, competent, proficient, and expert. The diagram in Figure 1 depicts
the five stages of Benner’s model. The progression of the nurse in the clinical setting is pictured
by the sequential steps from novice (bottom level) to expert (top level) encompassed by the
clinical context notation in the diagram (Blog at WordPress.com., n. d.).
Novice (0 to 0.5 years of practice). The first level of the model is that of a novice, such
as a beginner practitioner or a nursing student. Novices rely on directives to help them perform
within the clinical setting because they lack the knowledge, skill sets, and the background
experience to practice independently in clinical environments. The rules that the novice relies on
during this phase are context-free, independent of individual cases, and applied rigidly to all
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Figure 1. The Transition of a Nurse from Novice to Expert by Blog at WordPress.com. (n. d.).
Retrieved from https://n415son05.wordpress.com/2014/05/05/the-transition-of-a-nurse-fromnovice-to-expert/.
situations. Thus, novice nurses are extremely limited and inflexible in their patient care
activities, as they lack the life experiences to assist them in the reality of clinical work. During
this stage, the transition from the student role to the practitioner role can be challenging. A
novice nurse requires support and instruction from peers during this time of change (Benner,
1984).
Advanced beginner (> 0.5 to 2 years of practice). The next stage in Benner’s model is
the advanced beginner stage. Benner's research found this stage usually occurs in the first 6
months after graduation. During this stage, newly graduated nurses start to assimilate knowledge
based on recurring clinical experiences. Nurses at this stage feel highly responsible for
managing care for their patients and have enough experiences to recognize and discuss recurring
and meaningful patterns in clinical situations when pointed out by a mentor. The advanced
beginner starts to create her/his guidelines to determine required nursing actions needed in a
situation and can perform at a minimal level in real circumstances. The advanced beginner
possesses marginally competent skills, adequate clinical understanding, and knowledge, but still
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lacks experience in the practice setting (Benner, 1984). For example, an advanced
beginner can experience difficulty in establishing patient care priorities.
Competent nurse (> 2 to 3 years of practice). The next stage in Benner's model is the
competent nurse stage. A competent nurse begins to develop a feeling of control over his/her
clinical practice demonstrated by his/her improved ability to plan and coordinate competing
patient care demands to organize nursing care more efficiently. Time management of
patient priorities shows marked improvement as the nurse can differentiate between urgent and
non-urgent clinical situations. A nurse at this stage can understand the long-term effects of
her/his actions in clinical situations. As well, this nurse shows an increasing ability to recognize
and interpret critical clinical patterns in patients with speed and accuracy. However, a competent
nurse will lack the efficiency and adaptability demonstrated by skilled nurses (Benner, 1984).
Proficient nurse (>3 to 5 years of practice). The fourth stage of the Novice to Expert
Model is the proficient nurse. This nurse views patient care situations holistically rather than as
parts of a whole. Principles, rather than rigid rules, guide the proficient nurse's clinical practice.
A nurse, at this stage, demonstrates increased confidence in her/his knowledge and clinical
abilities. A proficient nurse uses his/her past clinical practice experiences to identify the
changing relevance of a patient’s clinical presentation. This nurse can determine expected
outcomes in any given clinical situation, which allows for planning for long-term patient care
goals. A nurse at this stage can recognize when expected results do not occur and what patient
responses are important ones and alters her/his nursing plan in response to such events (Benner,
1984).
Expert nurse (> 5 years practice). The final stage in Benner's model is the expert
nurse. Benner would describe a nurse at this stage as possessing an embodied ‘know-how’
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regarding nursing knowledge. This nurse approaches clinical situations with intuition based on
extensive past experiences, knowledge of clinical conditions, and pattern recognition of similar
patient responses. Because of the clinical background the expert nurse possesses, s/he can focus
quickly on the right patient need or problem. Although the expert nurse no longer relies on rules
to understand that a particular situation requires immediate action, s/he would use rules
when confronting a new or unique event. However, Benner believed that not all nurses achieve
this level of clinical performance (Benner, 1984).
Assumptions of Model
Benner (2017) described the underlying assumptions of her 1984 model as (a) theory is
derived from practice; (b) human wisdom is more than rational calculation; (c) theory assigns
context to issues and guides the nurse about where to seek information to guide nursing action;
(d) practice is a systematic whole with a notion of excellence; (e) caring is the basis of altruism;
(f) caring is an essential requisite for all coping; (g) caring and interdependence are the ultimate
goals of adult development; (h) concern is essential for the nurse to be situated; and (i) no
practitioner can practice beyond experience. Benner’s (1982) model describes competency as
the integration of knowledge, skills, abilities, and judgment. For competence and expertise to
develop, one must gain knowledge through formal education combined with the experience of
everyday clinical practice.
The model’s features include knowledge, a standard of work, autonomy, coping with
complexity, and perception of context. Benner (2017) noted clinical experience could assist
nurses to develop and to increase their knowledge base to provide competent patient care. In
applying Benner’s model to knowledge acquisition among nurses, one should see progression
over time in the quantity of knowledge acquired by the nurse as her/his clinical experiences
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progress. A novice nurse would have basic or ‘textbook’ knowledge that she/he probably would
not automatically connect to the clinical situation. Advanced beginner nurses’ knowledge would
be working knowledge of critical aspects of practice to apply to the clinical setting. The
competent nurses’ knowledge is good working and background knowledge of typical patient
presentations. A proficient nurse would have a deep understanding of nursing and the area of
practice. Lastly, the expert nurse would have authoritative knowledge of the practice of nursing
and a deep tacit understanding of the clinical practice area (Benner, 2017).
Model Application
As Benner’s model describes how a nurse transitions from novice to expert, the questions
asked in this study align with Benner’s (1984) stages of development. Nurses develop clinical
expertise as they progress through Benner’s five stages by gaining experience and knowledge
through practice. Benner defined experience as the result of how a nurse’s preconceived ideas
are changed by actual clinical situations. As the nurse gains experience, clinical knowledge
becomes a blend of practical and theoretical knowledge (Brykczynski, 2006).
Stinson (2017) used Benner’s model to examine the clinical decision making of critical
care nurses when determining the use of restraints. She found that a high percentage of the 417
returned surveys were completed by nurses with greater than 5 years of critical care nursing
experience (75%). The researcher was unable to associate years of critical care experience with
clinical decision making in the use of restraints among critically ill patients due to the lower
number of study participants in the pre-expert stages.
Ganz’s (2016) studied the relationship between the length of clinical nursing experience
and the accuracy of assigning triage acuity levels among emergency triage nurses in order to
develop a model for triage nurse preparation using Benner’s model. Ganz (2016) found that
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experience level did not influence nurses’ ability to triage accurately with the inexperienced
nurses assigning the correct triage level 83% of the time, and the experienced nurses assigning
the correct triage level 75% of the time. The author indicated that this result did not support
what Benner's model predicted. However, only 20 participants were included in the study
grouped into 2 categories (advanced beginner/competent and proficient/expert), which did not
include novice nurses.
Benner’s model underpinned the current study; the PEI ED triage nurses’ knowledge of
COPD was determined first and then compared to years of emergency practice and triage nursing
experience. For this study, the years of emergency and triage nursing experience were initially
grouped according to Benner’s five categories.
Summary
In summary, COPD is a common and costly chronic respiratory disease that results in
significant adverse outcomes for individuals, the healthcare system, and society. Prevalence,
mortality, morbidity, and healthcare cost data reflect the burden of COPD disease. On PEI,
COPD is the third leading cause of death among Islanders and the second leading cause of
admissions to Island hospitals. Many internal, external, and other risk factors may contribute to
COPD development. Classic COPD symptoms are a chronic cough, progressive dyspnea on
exertion, sputum production, and wheeziness. As the disease progresses, affected individuals
develop significant extrapulmonary or systemic symptoms. COPD diagnosis requires a complete
patient history, a physical examination, and spirometry testing confirmation. Unfortunately,
COPD is typically diagnosed at the moderate to the severe stage when up to 50% of lung
capacity is lost. Challenges to early, accurate COPD diagnosis can be a result of patient,
clinician, or healthcare system factors.
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Individuals with COPD frequently present to the ED for the care of worsening respiratory
symptoms, often spending long periods in the ED receiving treatment or awaiting hospital
admission. Emergency triage nurses provide direct care to this patient population; therefore,
they should be knowledgeable about the COPD disease process and treatment regimes. Johnson
and Smith (2016) noted nurses require knowledge of disease pathophysiology and
pharmacological and non-pharmaceutical interventions to care for individuals with COPD
properly; however, little is known regarding nurses’ knowledge of COPD. Instead, nursing
literature details disease descriptions, nurse-led interventions, knowledge of inhaler devices, or
knowledge about the use of peak expiratory flow meters.
Studies that document nurses' factual knowledge of COPD are minimal, with most
investigations focusing on NPs, primary care nurses, and acute care nurses or studies that include
nurses, among other HCPs. No studies were identified that examined only emergency triage
nurses’ knowledge of COPD. Therefore, emergency triage nurses' knowledge of COPD risk
factors, etiology, disease pathophysiology, signs and symptoms, management, and treatment is a
subject that has not been previously quantitatively studied or reported in the nursing literature.
Canadian research on the topic of emergency nurses' knowledge of COPD, COPD-related
topics, and clinical situations is lacking. Therefore, the information gained from this study
provides nurses, educators, and administrators with data to apply to the practice of nursing in
PEI, Canada. Triage nurses could be in an ideal position to screen for those at risk of or who
have COPD symptoms, but it was not known if they possess the adequate knowledge of the
disease to perform this activity. The study results clarified if emergency triage nurses have the
knowledge of COPD to recognize individuals at risk of, or who have COPD. COPD is a costly,
mostly preventable disease. Accurate COPD diagnosis is critical in planning and implementing
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effective strategies for the detection and management of this disease. The information gained
from this study will assist in future planning for triage nurses to play an active role in case
finding of undiagnosed cases by identifying the current knowledge of COPD among this group.
By improving our understanding of COPD knowledge among PEI triage nurses, provincial
nursing and healthcare leaders can develop effective strategies to promote timely, accurate
diagnosis and to implement early interventions that slow disease progression.
Benner's (1984) Novice to Expert Model was chosen to guide this study. Benner’s model
describes the process of knowledge (practical and theoretical) and skill acquisition among
nurses. The theorist believed that the development of knowledge in a practice discipline, such as
nursing, comes from the extension of knowledge through research and understanding through
clinical experience. She noted that experience in the clinical practice setting helps the nurses
develop and gain more knowledge as well as the skills in providing efficient, competent, and
excellent care to the patient. Benner’s model describes five stages of nurse development based
on increasing levels of nursing proficiency: novice, advanced beginner, competent, proficient,
and expert. According to Benner (1984), nurses progress through the five stages as they gain
knowledge through increasing nursing experience. This conceptual framework guided this study
to compare the PEI ED triage nurses’ knowledge of COPD to their years of emergency and triage
nursing experience by grouping study participants.
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CHAPTER 3
Methods
The purpose of this chapter is to describe the study design, population, setting, and
sample. The data collection and data analysis processes will be described, as well as the ethical
considerations relevant to the study.
Study Design
A quantitative, non-experimental research design was chosen to answer the study’s
research questions. This study was a descriptive, correlational, cross-sectional study using
primary data collected from PEI ED triage nurses.
Population and Sample
The study’s population included all eligible emergency triage nurses who worked in
Health PEI’s four EDs located in the following facilities: Kings County Memorial Hospital
(KCMH), Queen Elizabeth Hospital (QEH), Prince County Hospital (PCH), and Western
Hospital (WH). The study’s inclusion criteria were all emergency triage nurses: (a) who had
received training in CTAS and (b) who performed triage during their typical work assignment.
The study’s exclusion criteria were all emergency triage nurses: (a) who had not received CTAS
training and (b) were on leave during the data collection period.
The sample for this study was aimed at the census of approximately 112 emergency
triage nurses; the entire population of triage nurses who work in PEI EDs who met the study’s
inclusion criteria. If all the nurses were surveyed there would be no error in the population
measurement of the mean nurses’ knowledge of COPD; however, to achieve total participation
of all eligible emergency triage nurses was unlikely. Therefore, assumptions were required in
order to calculate the sample size to achieve an estimate of the population mean COPD
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knowledge score. For example, it was assumed that the nurses’ scores to the questionnaire
would follow a normal distribution curve. As well, the range of correct responses was assumed
to range from 20% to 95%. As there was no known variance of the mean score, the above
information was used; the standard deviation was estimated to be 13.25 and the population
variance was 175. With this sample size calculation, the study results would be accurate within a
confidence level of 95% and a margin of error of 5. These numbers and the finite population of
112 nurses were inputted into the Select Statistical Services (2017) online calculator. A sample
size of 22 participants was required for an estimate of the true population mean using the
standard sample size formula for estimating population means with a finite population
adjustment. This sample size ensured the chance that the 95% confidence interval would contain
the true mean.
Setting and Participant Availability
Data collection took place at the study participants’ workplace (ED) in the four hospitals
located in West Prince, East Prince, Queens, and Southern Kings regions. These hospitals
included three located in rural areas (KCMH, PCH, and WH) and the fourth located in an urban
area (QEH). The researcher made this determination based on the Government of Canada’s
definition of under-served rural or remote communities (GoC, 2019).
Study participants were permitted to complete the questionnaires during working hours,
without disruption in a quiet area on the nursing unit. This was supported by their respective
Clinical Leader/Nurse Managers/Directors of Nursing.
Data Collection
Variables. The data collected for this study included participants’ demographic
information, knowledge of COPD (dependent variable), and years of emergency and triage
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nursing experience (independent variables).
Demographics. The study sample demographics included gender, age, highest level of
education, emergency nursing certification, place of employment, and employment status of
participants (Table 2). This information was collected in Part A of the questionnaire.
Dependent variables. This study’s dependent variable was knowledge of COPD.
Benner’s (1984) explanation of theoretical knowledge as the ‘knowing that’ was used as a
conceptual definition of knowledge. Benner defined experience as a change in a nurse’s
preconceived ideas brought about by actual clinical situations. Therefore, as the nurse gains
experience through practice, her/his clinical knowledge becomes a blend of practical (knowing
how) and theoretical knowledge (knowing that). In this study, the emergency triage nurses’
knowledge of COPD disease was operationalized using the 65-item Modified Bristol COPD
Knowledge Questionnaire© (MBCKQ©). This information was collected in Part B of the
questionnaire.
Independent variables. The independent variables for this study included years of
emergency and triage nursing experience (Table 2). The years of experience of emergency and
triage nursing experience were divided into the 5 stages as described in Benner’s model: novice
(0 to 0.5 years of practice), advanced beginner (> 0.5 to 2 years of practice), competent nurse
(> 2 to 3 years of practice), proficient nurse (>3 to 5 years of practice), and expert nurse (> 5
years of practice). This information was collected in Part A of the questionnaire
Instrument. White et al. (2006) developed the BCKQ© to measure and quantify COPD
patients’ knowledge of the disease. This questionnaire has been used in several studies and is a
COPD disease-specific instrument (Guo et al., 2018; O'Neill, Cosgrove, MacMahon, McCrumGardner, & Bradley, 2012; Staiou et al., 2018; Wong &Yu, 2016; Zhang et al., 2014). In the
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Table 2
Demographics (D) and Independent (I) Variables
Variable

Type

Values

Gender (D)

Categorical

Male/Female/Other (Please
Describe)/Prefer not to
answer

Age (D)

Categorical

5 year age groups starting at <
25 years up to > 50 years of
age

Highest Education Level (D)

Categorical

Diploma
Bachelor Degree
Master’s Degree

Emergency Nursing
Certifications (D)

Dichotomous

Yes/No

Place of Employment(D)

Categorical

Kings County Memorial
Queen Elizabeth
Prince County
Western

Employment Status (D)

Categorical

Permanent Full-time
Permanent Part-time
Temporary Full-time
Temporary Part-time
Casual

Years ED Nursing (I)

Categorical

0-0.5 Years
>0.5-2 Years
>2-3 Years
>3-5 Years
>5 Years

Years Triage Nursing (I)

Categorical

0-0.5 Years
>0.5-2 Years
>2-3 Years
>3-5 Years
>5 Years
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current study, this questionnaire provided a single total score and 13 subscores to measure the
emergency triage nurses’ knowledge of COPD. The BCKQ © contains 65items divided into 13
subscales with 5 items in each subscale: (a) epidemiology, (b) etiology, (c) symptoms, (d)
breathlessness, (e) phlegm, (f) infections, (g) exercise, (h) smoking, (i) vaccination, (j) inhaled
bronchodilators, (k) antibiotics, (l) oral steroids, and (m) inhaled steroids. Each of the 13 topics
has a stem, or introductory statement, and 5 statements with 3 potential answers: ‘true,' ‘false,' or
‘don’t know’, added to prevent a forced choice. A stem is a statement that introduces the 5
questions on the topic. For example, the stem for question 3, ‘the following symptoms are
common in COPD’, introduces the topic to 5 questions about COPD symptoms. Fifty percent of
the presented answers are true. Responses are scored by providing a mark for a correct answer
(+ 1) and no mark for an incorrect or ‘don’t know’ response (0). Thus, each topic subscale with
the 5 items can have a score ranging from 0 to 5, and the total score adds the answers to all 13
subscales for a total possible score of 0 to 65. The percentage of correct responses can also be
calculated for the total responses, as well as the 13 topics. A higher questionnaire score indicates
higher levels of knowledge about COPD (White et al., 2006).
To design the BCKQ©, White et al. (2006) sought the assistance of a respirologist, a
respiratory specialist nurse, a senior practice nurse, and a physiotherapist. These professionals
were knowledgeable about COPD and involved in teaching COPD patients. The team developed
a list of 40 disease educational topics, which was circulated to 60 respiratory physicians, nurses,
speciality nurses, physiotherapists, and 10 COPD patients. This group established content
validity by rating each topic on a scale of 1 to 5 according to its importance. Based on the
group’s responses, the BCKQ© was reduced from 40 to 20 topics, with patients’ and providers’
assessments not differing significantly (White et al., 2006).
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Based on the above feedback, the researchers developed multiple-choice questions to test
the level of knowledge on the identified 20 topics. Each of the 20 topics had a stem with 5
statements pertaining to the topic. The newly developed questionnaire was then tested among 15
individuals with COPD. Based on the feedback from these patients, topics that were not able to
be generalized to most COPD patients were excluded. This resulted in the final version of the
BCKQ© consisting of 13 topics, each with 5 statements giving a total of 65 questions (White et
al., 2006).
Face validity was then confirmed by asking 24 health professionals, who regularly teach
COPD patients, to verify if each question adequately tested knowledge on each topic. Eighteen
of the 24 health professionals found the questionnaire to adequately reflect the COPD knowledge
needed by individuals with the disease.
White and his colleagues (2006) went on to test the questionnaire’s internal consistency,
test-retest reliability, and sensitivity by conducting a study with three different groups of COPD
patients. The control group consisted of COPD patients who did not receive any formal
education related to COPD. The second group of patients had received formal COPD education
in the past, but not within the last 6 months. The third group of COPD patients attended an 8week pulmonary rehabilitation program and received formal education as part of that program.
In total, individuals in the 3 groups (N=79) completed the questionnaire without difficulty within
20 minutes (White et al., 2006).
White et al. (2006) deemed the questionnaire to have acceptable content validity and
internal consistency reliability, with a Cronbach’s alpha score = 0.73 for the 65 items and a
slightly lower alpha score for the 13 subscales (alpha = 0.68). The BCKQ © test–retest reliability
was assessed using Pearson’s correlation coefficient and the intra-class correlation coefficient,
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calculated using the percentage of correct test items at baseline and at an 8-week follow-up
among all 3 groups. The results of both tests found a “strong degree of inter-correlation (r =
0.71, n = 54, P < 0.001, two-sided) and intra-correlation was observed (r =0.82, n = 54, P <
0.001)” (White et al., 2006, p.126).
The questionnaire’s sensitivity, or the ability to detect a change in knowledge, was
assessed using the group of participants in the 8-week pulmonary rehabilitation program. The
content of the education component of this program was based on the BCKQ ©’s 13 topics. The
25 program participants completed the questionnaire before and 6 months after attending the 8week pulmonary rehab program (White et al., 2006). The authors noted that the questionnaire
had good internal consistency and reliability as well as being suitable to test COPD patient’s
knowledge of the disease. Appendix C contains correspondence from the author of the BCKQ ©
with permission to use and modify as required.
Several studies have used the BCKQ© to determine the level of knowledge among
patients with COPD (Wong and Yu, 2016; Zhang et al., 2014) or in developing patient teaching
materials (O'Neill, Cosgrove, MacMahon, McCrum-Gardner, & Bradley, 2012). The
questionnaire has been administered to Greek nurses, after translation from English to Greek
(Staiou et al., 2018). These authors conducted a forward and back translation and assessed
content validity using an expert panel. Test-retest reliability of the translated BCKQ © at 4 weeks
resulted in a strong inter-correlation, with a Pearson’s correlation coefficient of r = 0.87 (p
<0.001) and an intra-class correlation coefficient of r = 0.96 (p<0.001). The researchers reported
a Cronbach’s alpha of 0.91 for the test and 0.94 for the retest (Staiou et al., 2018). Guo et al.
(2018) also translated the BCKQ© from English to Taiwanese to determine the level of
knowledge of COPD among Taiwanese nurses who work in Chest Medicine Clinics and those
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who practice within General Internal Medicine Units. The researchers reported a Cronbach’s
alpha of 0.89 for the translated instrument.
A self-administered paper-based Modified BCKQ© was used for data collection in this
study. This tool consisted of two sections: participants’ demographic information and the two
independent variables (Part A) and the Modified BCKQ © (Part B). The study’s questionnaire
was structured with Part A having statements with coded tick box categories and Part B’s layout
similar to White et al.’s (2006) original questionnaire. The format of Part A was chosen because
the presentation was easily understood with short questions (Boynton & Greenhalgh, 2004).
Thirty modifications to the wording or phrasing of certain BCKQ © topics or questions were
completed to reflect professional nursing language (for example, the phrase ‘needle jab’ was
changed to ‘vaccination’). The MBCKQ can be found in Appendix D.
Data collection procedure. Ms. Denise Lewis-Fleming, Chief Executive Officer, Health
PEI, provided written permission to access the study population. Written support for the study
was requested and granted by the Directors of Nursing of KCMH, PCH, and WH as well as the
Associate Director of Nursing, Clinical Services, QEH. The five letters of support were
submitted to the Health PEI Research Ethics Board (Health PEI REB) and the University of
Prince Edward Island Research Ethics Board (UPEI REB) as part of the ethics submission
(Appendix E).
Once ethics approval was received (Appendices F and G), the questionnaire was piloted
using nurse volunteers who previously worked as emergency triage nurses. The purpose of this
pilot was to ensure clarity of both the instructions and questionnaire, to determine the required
time needed to complete the questionnaire, to identify any potential errors in the instrument, and
to test the internal consistency of the instrument. Seven nurses were asked to complete the
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questionnaire and record the time it took for them to do so. They then answered a short survey to
determine the clarity of instructions and length of time to complete the questionnaire (Appendix
H). All respondents indicated the instructions and questionnaire were clear and easy to follow.
One pilot survey participant identified a typographical error, which was corrected. The time
required to complete the questionnaire ranged from 8 to 40 minutes, with an average time of 14
minutes. The participant who recorded the time of 40 minutes reported several interruptions as
she completed the questionnaire. The finalized questionnaire, based on the feedback from the
pilot study, was used in the study.
The researcher (author) met with the nurse managers or the clinical leaders of the four
EDs to discuss the study. During these meetings, the researcher reviewed the recruitment
process (Appendix J), study documents, and the need for potential participants to complete the
questionnaire during work time. As well, the method for delivery and pick-up of the
questionnaires was determined, and the process for approaching potential study participants was
discussed. It was also mutually decided that each ED’s clinical leader would ensure that staff
was made aware of the study instead of the researcher attending individual unit staff meetings.
The researcher provided her written contact information (in person, by telephone, or e-mail) to
the nurse managers, clinical leaders, and staff to answer any questions about the study. She
reviewed, with each of the clinical leaders and the nurse managers, the study’s purpose,
participant eligibility, participation benefits, the freedom to not participate in the study without
employment implications, and the procedures to maintain the anonymity of study participants.
The researcher also reviewed the approximate time required to complete the questionnaire, the
process for participating in the study, the procedure for withdrawing from the study, and the
sharing of research results with the nurse managers and clinical leaders.
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Data collection began the first week of November 2018. The researcher divided the
province into east and west and delivered study materials to the QEH and KCMH the first week
and to the PCH and WH the following week. The delivery of two boxes to the predetermined
area in each of the four Emergency Departments occurred during the first week of data
collection. One box contained the pre-assembled individual study packages. Upon consultation
with the clinical leaders and nurse managers, a total of 112 pre-assembled packages were
distributed to the four EDs. These packages include the coded Study Participant Information
Sheet, the coded four-page questionnaire with two ticket stubs attached, and return envelopes for
completed questionnaires. The directions were also posted to the outside of the box containing
the pre-assembled packages. A second sealed box was available for participants to place their
completed questionnaire in. Reminder e-mails were sent via the government webmail server
Groupwise® to the clinical leaders and nurse managers reminding staff of the study and
encouraging their participation at 3 and 5 weeks from the beginning of data collection. Copies of
the Study Participant Information Sheet (Appendix J) and the Recruitment Poster (Appendix K)
were posted on each ED’s bulletin board. The study recruitment poster, approved by the UPEI
Communications Department, was also posted on the College of Registered Nurses of Prince
Edward Island’s and Prince Edward Island Nurses’ Union’s websites. Data collection ended the
second week of February 2019. Of the 112 pre-assembled packages distributed, 60 uncompleted
packages were collected and an additional 2 packages were lost within the study setting.
The questionnaire was self-administered by study participants. The study’s inclusion and
exclusion criteria were reviewed with clinical leaders and nurse managers, displayed on
recruitment posters, and posted on the box containing the questionnaires to be located on the
unit. Study participants were instructed not to write their names or any personal information
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anywhere on the questionnaire or the return envelope. Participation in the survey was voluntary,
confidential, anonymous, and did not affect the participant’s employment status. While
completing the questionnaire, the nurses were asked not to consult with each other or consult
reference material such as electronic or hard-copy information to answer the questions. The
participants completed the questionnaire, removed and kept one of the two ticket stubs attached,
placed the questionnaire in the envelope provided, sealed the envelope, and deposited it in a
secure second collection box located on the unit.
The completed questionnaires were collected at regular intervals. The second ticket stub
from the questionnaire was removed to be included in a draw for four $25.00 gift certificates
from either Winners©/ HomeSense© or Superstore©. The gift certificates were small incentives
to attract study participants. The draw for four tickets for the gift certificates took place after the
study was finished. The nurse managers of the four EDs were e-mailed with the four winning
ticket numbers and were asked that they share this information with their staff. The e-mail also
provided directions about how study participants could claim their prize. To protect their
anonymity, a third party's contact information was provided so the participants with the winning
tickets could submit their ticket, their contact information, the type of gift certificate they would
prefer, and the process for delivery (mail or pick-up).
Ethical Considerations
The Health PEI REB and the UPEI REB provided ethics approval for this study. This
study strictly followed Tri-Council research ethical principles. The researcher completed and
submitted the Tri-Council Policy Statement (TCPS) 2 CORE certificate with her submission to
both ethics boards. Potential study participants were informed of the study’s purpose, that
participation was voluntary, the approximate length of time to complete the data collection tool,
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the possible benefits and risks to participating, and the right to withdraw at any time. They were
assured their employment would not be affected whether they took part or not. Completion of
the questionnaire implied informed consent. Potential participants were adults and were not
considered to be a member of a vulnerable population. It was possible that some potential study
participants might feel vulnerable if they believed their lack of COPD knowledge may be shared
with their employer. However, because no names were collected, anonymity of the study
participants’ responses was protected.
Study protocols were carefully monitored to limit any risk to those who participated in
this research. Adhering to study protocols protected study participants’ confidentiality and
anonymity. The participants received an envelope containing a questionnaire and Study
Participant Information Sheet with a study identification code number on the upper right corner
of the first page of each document. Clear instructions on the accompanying Study Participant
Information Sheet directed participants not to write their name, employee number, or any other
personal identifier on the questionnaire or the accompanying envelope. They were instructed to
keep the coded Study Participant Information Sheet in case they wanted to withdraw from the
study. Participants, who wished to withdraw from the study, only needed to provide the number
on their Study Participant Information Sheet to the researcher and not their name. The
researcher was available in person and through telephone or e-mail to study participants to
discuss their concerns and answer questions about the study. No contact was made by potential
participants and no requests to withdraw from the study were received.
Completed questionnaires are stored in a locked office at the QEH. The data from the
paper questionnaires were entered into a Microsoft Access® (Microsoft Office 2016, Microsoft
Corporation, version 16.0.4738.1000) database created for this study by the researcher. The
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entered electronic data were encrypted and will be stored on an external hard drive in a locked
drawer in the office for a minimum of 5 years. Access to the encrypted and paper data will be
limited to the researcher, her thesis supervisor, Dr. Janet Bryanton, and other members of her
thesis committee. After 5 years, the external hard drive will be erased, and the paper copies will
be destroyed by shredding and disposal of confidential waste.
Data Analysis
The researcher manually entered all completed paper questionnaires’ results into a
Microsoft Access® database created by her for this study. Each completed questionnaire was
entered into the database, which matched the format and sequence of the coded questionnaire
responses. The database had a drop-down menu that replicated the coded questionnaire choices
to minimize data entry errors. Data entry occurred as the completed questionnaires were
collected. Incomplete questionnaires were initially set aside after a review of all returned
surveys. As only one returned questionnaire had missing data (responses to questions 4b, 4c, 4d,
and 4e), a decision was made to include this questionnaire in the analysis. All questionnaire
responses were reviewed a second time by the researcher by comparing the paper copy with the
Access® database entry to verify the accuracy of the data entry process. The third data accuracy
verification process involved the researcher reading the Access® database entries with a second
person checking the paper questionnaire responses.
The study's information, once entered and verified in the Access® database, was exported
into a Microsoft Excel® spreadsheet. This process provided the ability to view, manage, process,
and analyze large volumes of data. The data analysis was performed using Stata ® SE Statistical
Software, version 14.2, 2016 to obtain descriptive statistics, including means, medians, ranges,
percentages, and standard deviations. The descriptive statistics were used to describe the sample
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(the total number of study participants, age, gender, highest level of nursing education), the
dependent variable (knowledge of COPD as expressed by an overall score and score for each
subscale), and the independent variables (years of emergency nursing experience and triage
nursing experience).
The years of emergency nursing experience and triage nursing experience were initially
divided into the 5 stages as described in Benner’s (1984) model: novice (0 to 0.5 years of
practice), advanced beginner (> 0.5 to 2 years of practice), competent nurse (> 2 to 3 years of
practice), proficient nurse (>3 to 5 years of practice), and expert nurse (> 5 years of practice).
However, due to smaller numbers of participants in some of the five stages corresponding to
Benner’s model, a decision was made by the researcher to combine several stages into to
increase the numbers within each group. The variables years of emergency nursing experience
and years of triage experience were divided into a pre-expert group (< 5 years) and expert group
(≥ 5 years).
New variables were also created by grouping demographic information such as age and
date of last CTAS into 4 and 3 level variables initially and then into binary variables such as
younger or older than 40 years of age or date of last CTAS prior to 2018 or 2018. Education,
emergency nursing certification, and employment status were considered binary variables.
Regarding the demographic variable place of employment, two sites had smaller numbers of
returned questionnaires, so a new variable was constructed to combine employment sites. The
internal consistency of the study instrument for the current sample was also calculated as a
Cronbach’s alpha of 0.73 for the 65 items.
Research Question 1. “What is the ED triage nurses’ knowledge of COPD?” The
dependent variable, or knowledge of COPD, was created using the study respondents’ total
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knowledge scores and subscale scores obtained from Part B of the Modified BCKQ ©. Both the
overall knowledge scores and subscale scores were used to calculate the percentage of correct
scores for each participant by dividing the total number of correct responses by the number of
questions and then multiplying by 100.
Three new binary dependent variables were created by groupings based on 70%, 75%,
and 80% correct participants’ responses to determine if there was a significant difference both
within or between COPD knowledge scores. The median score was 78.5%, so the cut points
were set close to this number. Ultimately 80 % was used in the analysis because there were
ample numbers above and below this score. Brown, Bowman, and Eason (1999) noted a score of
80% or greater would be considered an acceptable benchmark for specialized knowledge such as
nurses’ knowledge of pain in a palliative setting. The study of COPD knowledge among HCP
conducted by Edward and Singh (2012) noted that a percentage of 77% correct answers using the
BCKQ© demonstrated adequate knowledge.
Research Question 2. “Is there an association between the ED triage nurses’ knowledge
of COPD and their years of emergency nursing experience?” The association of emergency
triage nurses’ knowledge of COPD with their years of emergency nursing experience was
examined using inferential statistics. The original and newly created grouping of the emergency
nursing experience variable and the total test scores, as well as the binary COPD knowledge
variable (80% correct knowledge score) were used to answer this research question. Chi-square
tests for categorical variables and t-tests for continuous variables were completed to determine
their relationship to the dependent variable. A one-way ANOVA test, with an additional leastsquare means analysis, was also used to determine if a difference existed in the means of the total
knowledge scores among different groups within the emergency nursing experience variable.
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Each independent and demographic variable screened with a p-value < 0.25 as a potential
statistical significance to the dependent variable, or knowledge of COPD, was retained for model
building.
Logistic and linear regression models were used in the data analysis to determine if an
association between the dependent binary variable of COPD knowledge (at 80% correct
knowledge score) and the continuous variable (COPD knowledge scores) with one or more
independent variables existed and if such an association was statistically significant (p < 0.05).
The demographic variables were also used in the analysis. The researcher used a forward
selection modelling approach, starting with the most significant variable and adding the next
significant variable in the model and then checking if both variables’ overall and individual
values were still statistically significant (p < 0.05). Each step of the model added the variable
with the next highest p-value until only the variables with a p-value of < 0.05 remained. The
process stopped when none of the remaining variables were significant. To determine significant
differences between levels, a Wald test was used for variables with more than two levels, such as
the employment site variable. The model was then checked for confounding variables by
examining the significant variables in the model and adding variables that could be confounding
by noting a change in the coefficient greater than 30% (Polit & Beck, 2012).
Research Question 3. “Is there an association between the ED triage nurses’ knowledge
of COPD and their years of triage nursing experience?” The association of the dependent
variable (knowledge of COPD) with the independent variable of years of triage nursing
experience was examined using the identical process used to answer Research Question 2.
Summary
A self-administered paper-based, two-part questionnaire was used for data collection to
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answer the three questions asked in this study. The instrument was used to document the study
participants’ demographic information, the two independent variables, and participants’
knowledge of COPD. Approximately 112 emergency triage nurses were eligible to participate in
this study, with 50 completed questionnaires returned. Following descriptive analysis of
demographic information, years of emergency nursing and triage nursing were analyzed to
determine their significance related to the dependent variable, knowledge of COPD.
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CHAPTER 4
Research Findings
In this chapter, the results of the statistical analyses of study data collected from the
emergency triage nurses are described. Descriptions of the study sample, followed by the
findings related to each research question, are presented.
Sample
The sample for this study included all emergency triage nurses employed in the four
Health PEI EDs who met the inclusion criteria and volunteered to participate in the study by
completing the questionnaire. The response rate was 45%, with 50 of the 112 questionnaires
returned. Table 3 describes the demographic characteristics of the sample. Ninety-four percent
of participants were female. The age categories of the respondents ranged from less than 25
years of age to greater than 50 years of age. Fifty-four percent of study participants were less
than 40 years of age; 46% of the participants were 40 years of age or older.
Concerning participants' level of nursing education, 68% of participants completed a
Bachelor of Nursing degree, 24% held a diploma of nursing, and the remaining 8% did not
indicate their level of nursing education. Six nurses reported that they held an Emergency
Nursing Certification. Of the nurses who indicated the date of their last CTAS course, 42%
completed this course in 2018 (Figure 2). Of the six nurses with certification, one nurse did not
indicate the highest level of nursing education, one nurse held a nursing diploma, and the
remaining four nurses held a nursing degree.
Study respondents also identified their place of employment, as noted in Figure 3. A
decision was made to combine the total responses for two rural hospitals (KCMH and WH) due to small
numbers of returned surveys, to create comparable groupings within the data set and to ensure anonymity.
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Table 3
Descriptive Statistics for Emergency Triage Nurses (N=50)
Variable

N

Percentage
(%)

Age
< 25 years a
25 - < 30 years
30 - < 35 years a
35 - < 40 years
40 - < 45 years
45 - < 50 years
> 50 years

<5
11
<5
9
7
8
8

xb
22
xb
18
14
16
16

Highest Education Level
Diploma
Bachelor’s degree
Not Identified

12
34
<5

24
68
xb

Diploma (12)
Degree (34)

6
44

12
88

Yes (6)
No (44)

Date of Last CTAS
2014a
2015a
2016
2017
2018
Not identified

<5
<5
11
14
21
<5

xb
xb
22
28
42
xb

Place of Employment
A
B
Cc

19
18
13

38
36
26

Employment Status
Permanent Full-time
Permanent Part-time
Casual

20
19
11

40
38
22

Emergency Nursing Certifications
Yes
No
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Variable
Grouping 1

Binary
Grouping 2

< 30 years
30 – < 40 years
40 – < 50 years

≤ 40 years (27)
> 40 years (23)

≥ 50 years

#1 (≤ 2016) (14)
#2 (2017) (14)
#3 (2018) (21)

#1 (< 2018) (28)
#2 (2018) (21)

#1(Permanent)(39)
#2(Casual) (11)

Variable
Years ED Nursing
0 - < 0.5 Yearsa
0.5 - < 2 Years
2 - < 3 Years
3 - < 5 Years
> 5 Years

N

Percentage
(%)

≤5
≤5
6
8
30

xb
10
12
16
60

Variable
Grouping 1

Binary
Grouping 2

0 - < 2 Years

#1Pre-expert
(< 5 Years)

2 - < 5 Years
> 5 Years

#2 Expert
(≥ 5 Years)

Years Triage Nursing
0 - < 0.5 Yearsa
<5
xb
0 - < 2 Years
#1Pre-expert
0.5 - < 2 Years
7
14
(< 5 Years)
a
b
2 - < 3 Years
<5
x
2 - < 5 Years
3 - < 5 Yearsa
<5
xb
#2 Expert
> 5 Years
28
56
> 5 Years
(≥ 5 Years)
Not identified
6
12
Note. a Data suppressed for any results less than 5 in accordance with the CPHO (2016) Small
Numbers Policy. b Percentages not available for the variables affected to maintain anonymity. c
Combined due to small numbers.
Regarding employment status (Figure 4), 40% of ED nurses in this study held permanent
full-time status (n=20), 38% were permanent part-time (n=19), and 22% worked casually (n=11).
Figures 5 and 6 provide the percentages of the study participants’ years of emergency nursing
and triage nursing experience in categories that correspond to the stages of Benner’s model.
Sixty percent of the nurses indicated that they had greater than 5 years of emergency nursing
experience. Of the 50 study respondents, 6 nurses did not indicate their years of emergency
triage experience on the questionnaire. Of the 44 nurses who indicated their years of emergency
triage nursing experience, 56% had 5 or more years of experience.
Results by Research Question
Question 1. “What is the ED triage nurses’ knowledge of COPD?” The data from the
Modified BCKQ© was used to answer this question. The total knowledge score and subscale
scores for the 50 study participants were based on the “correct” answer which scored +1, and an
“incorrect” or a “did not know” answer which received a score of 0. A total of 3,250 answers
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Percentage of Participants

45%
40%
35%
30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%

42%

28%
22%

<2016

2017

2018

Year

Percentage of Participants

Figure 2. Year of Study Participants' CTAS Course

40%
35%
30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%

38%

36%
26%

A

B

C

Percentage of Participants

Health PEI EDs
Figure 3. Study Participants’ Place of Employment

45%
40%
35%
30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%

40%

38%
22%

Perm. Full Time

Perm. Part Time
Employment Status

Figure 4. Study Participants’ Employment Status
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Casual

Percentage of Participants

70%

60%

60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%

16%

10%

12%

0.5 - < 2 Yrs

2 - < 3 Yrs

2%

0%
0 - < 0.5 Yrs

3 - < 5 Yrs

> 5 Yrs

Years Based on Benner's Novice to Expert Model

Percentage of Participants

Figure 5. Study Participants' ED Nursing Experience

60%
50%
40%
30%

56%

20%
10%

14%

6%

12%

8%
4%

0%
0 - < 0.5 Yrs 0.5 - < 2 Yrs

2 - < 3 Yrs

3 - < 5 Yrs

> 5 Yrs

Not identified

Years Based on Benner's Novice to Expert Model
Figure 6. Study Participants' Triage Nursing Experience

were possible. One study participant did not answer 4 questions on his/her questionnaire, for a
total of 3,246 recorded answers.
Table 4 presents the descriptive statistics for the study participants’ responses to each of
the 13 COPD specific knowledge topics from the Modified BCKQ ©. The topics were:
(a) epidemiology, (b) etiology, (c) symptoms, (d) breathlessness, (e) phlegm, (f) infections, (g)
exercise, (h) smoking, (i) vaccination, (j) inhaled bronchodilators, (k) antibiotics, (l) oral
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Table 4
Descriptive Statistics for the 13 Topics of the Modified BCKQ ©
Topic

n

Max
correct
5

Mean

SD

Median

50

Min
correct
2

Epidemiology

4.04

0.88

4

Etiology

50

2

5

4.28

0.86

4.5

Symptoms

50

2

5

4.42

0.73

5

Breathlessness

49

1

4

2.84

0.80

3

Phlegm

50

2

5

4.30

0.89

4.3

Infections

50

2

5

3.90

0.68

4

Exercise

50

2

5

4.06

0.71

4

Smoking

50

3

5

3.90

0.54

4

Vaccination

50

3

5

4.60

0.57

5

Inhaled Medications

50

2

5

3.94

0.74

4

Antibiotics

50

2

5

3.82

0.90

4

Steroids

50

1

5

4.32

1.03

5

Inhaled Steroids

50

1

5

3.12

0.75

3

Note. n= number of responses; SD= Standard Deviation
steroids, and (m) inhaled steroids. Of the 50 study participants’ answers to the 65 COPD
knowledge questions on the questionnaire, 2,526 (78%) responses were “correct”; 608 (19%)
responses were “incorrect”; and 112 (3%) responses were “did not know.”
Figure 7 depicts a histogram of the percentages of correct answers per participant which
has an approximately normal distribution. The study participants’ total correct answers for all
knowledge questions ranged from 40 (62%) to 60 (92%) out of a total 65 possible answers with a
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15

Frequency

10

5

0

60

70

80

Percentage

90

Figure 7. Histogram of Study Participants’ Test Scores in %
mean total score of 51 (SD 4.01) or 78.5% (77.40, 79.61, 95% Confidence Interval [CI]).
The results for the correct response to each question ranged from 5 out of the 50
participants answering a question correctly (10%) to all 65 questions answered correctly by all
study participants (100%). The correct score calculation included the average and percentage for
all 13 COPD topics and their corresponding 5 questions. Table 5 presents the total number of
study participants’ correct responses and percentages to questions 1a-13e of the Modified
BCKQ©.
On review of the responses for the Modified BCKQ © questions, several were consistently
answered correctly and incorrectly by participants. There were 8 Modified BCKQ © questions
that all 50 study participants answered correctly. The true statements ‘clearing phlegm can be
assisted by breathing exercises’; ‘exercise helps relieve depression’; ‘stopping smoking
will slow down further lung damage’; ‘a flu vaccination is recommended every year’; and
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Table 5
Study Participants’ Average (Percentage of Correct Responses) for 65 Modified BCKQ© Items
by Topic and Corresponding Topic Questions

Epidemiology

a
M (%)
49 (98)

b
M (%)
25 (50)

Subscale
c
M (%)
47 (94)

Etiology

42 (84)

47 (94)

33 (66)

49 (98)

43(86)

42.8 (85.6)

Symptoms

43 (86)

46 (92)

49 (98)

43 (86)

40(80)

44.2 (88.4)

Breathlessness

14 (28)

35 (71)a

44 (90)a

24 (49)a

22(45)a

27.8 (55.6)

Phlegm

43 (86)

38 (76)

38 (76)

46 (92)

50(100) 43.0 (86.0)

Infections

39 (78)

48 (96)

46 (82)

50(100)

12 (24)

39.0 (78.0)

Exercise

37 (74)

50(100)

46 (82)

50(100)

20 (40)

40.6 (81.2)

Smoking

48 (96)

50 (100)

50 (100)

5 (10)

42 (84)

39.0 (78.0)

Vaccination

50(100)

47 (94)

49 (98)

46 (92)

38 (76)

46.0 (92.0)

Inhaled Bronchodilators

30 (60)

49 (98)

22 (44)

47 (84)

49 (98)

39.4 (78.8)

Antibiotics

20 (40)

50(100)

48 (96)

36 (72)

37 (74)

38.2 (76.4)

Oral Steroids

46 (92)

43 (86)

41 (82)

22 (44)

45 (90)

39.4 (78.8)

Inhaled Steroids

42 (84)

40 (80)

22 (44)

44 (88)

8 (16)

31.2 (62.4)

Topic

Topic
Average

d
M (%)
47 (94)

e
M (%)
34 (68)

40.4 (80.8)

Note. a Denotes only 49 responses to the question
‘excessive use of antibiotics can cause resistant bacteria’ were answered correctly by all study
participants. As well, the false statements ‘chest infections are always accompanied by a high
temperature’; ‘exercise should be avoided as it strains the lungs’; and ‘stopping smoking is
pointless as the damage is done’ were correctly identified by study participants. There was a
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Table 6
The Modified BCKQ
Question

©

Items Answered Correctly by 10-50% of Study Participants
Modified BCKQ

©

Question

Correct (%)

Q8d

Stopping smoking usually results in improved lung function. (F)

10%

Q13e

An inhaled steroid improves lung function in COPD. (F)

16%

Q6e

Oral Prednisone should be taken whenever there is an exacerbation. (F)

24%

Q4aa

Severe dyspnea prevents travel by air. (F)

28%

Q7e

Exercise should be stopped if it makes the person breathless. (F)

40%

Q11a

To be effective, antibiotics should be taken for at least 10 days. (F)

40%

Q4ea

Dyspnea is primarily caused by a narrowing of the bronchial tubes. (T)

44%

Q10c

Spacer devises or aerochambers should be dried with a towel after
washing. (F)

44%

Q12d

Indigestion is a common side effect from taking Prednisone. (T)

44%

Q13c

A spacer device reduces the risk of developing thrush. (T)

44%

Q4da

Dyspnea is a normal response to exercise. (T)

48%

Q1b

COPD can only be confirmed by spirometry. (T)

50%

Note. aDenotes only 49 responses to the question. (T) Denotes a true statement. (F) Denotes a
false statement.
wide variation in incorrectly answered questions as seen in Table 6. For example, Q8d,
“Stopping smoking usually results in improved lung function” was correctly answered by 10%
of the participants. Questions regarding breathlessness (Questions 4a, 4d, and 4e) and inhaled
steroids (Questions 13c and 13e) were noted to be consistently incorrectly answered.
Questions 2 & 3. “Is there an association between the ED triage nurses’ knowledge of
COPD and their years of emergency nursing experience?” and “Is there an association between
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the ED triage nurses’ knowledge of COPD and their years of triage nursing experience?” As
noted previously, the same statistical testing was used to answer Research Questions 2 and 3.
ANOVA tests, chi-square tests, and t-tests were performed to determine the statistical
significance of demographic variables on study participants’ knowledge of COPD. Table 7
illustrates the results of this analysis. Screened variables with a p value < 0.25 were included in
both the linear and logistic regression analyses modelling to determine which variables had a
statistically significant association with knowledge of COPD.
Linear regression modelling analysis was used to determine if an association existed
between the emergency triage nurses’ total score and years of emergency nursing experience or
years of emergency triage experience. Initially, 3 groupings based on both categories of
experience (0- < 2 Yrs., 2- <5 Yrs., ≥ 5 Yrs.) were created and tested. No statistically significant
associations were found between the nurses’ total COPD knowledge scores and the 3 groupings
of years of emergency nursing experience (p = 0.66) and years of triage nursing experience
(p = 0.27) so they were not included in the modelling process. The nurses’ COPD total score for
(a) last CTAS date (≤ 2016, 2017, 2018) (p = 0.12) and (b) last CTAS date (<2018, 2018) (p =
0.12) were included in the linear regression modelling analysis because they had a p < 0.25 on
the initial variable screen. However, no statistically significant association was found between
the nurses’ total score and the date of their last CTAS course. Only the employment site variable
(p = 0.007) was found to have statistically significant association with COPD knowledge in this
modelling process.
The variables included in the logistic regression analysis were the primary independent
experience variables described above and the variables previously screened for logistical
analysis: (a) age (p = 0.16), (b) last CTAS date (≤ 2016, 2017, 2018) (p = 0.19), (c) last CTAS
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Table 7
Results for the Association of Demographics on Correct Knowledge Responses to the Modified
BCKQ

©

for Total Scores and 80% Test Pass Mark
Variable

n

Age (7 Levels)

50

Total Scores
p-values
0.71

Knowledge Levels >
80% p-values
0.35

Age (4 Levels)

50

0.57

0.16*

Age (< 40 Yrs., ≥ 40 Yrs.)

50

0.52

0.98

Education (Diploma/Degree)

46

0.79

0.73

ED Certification (Yes, No)

50

0.41

0.92

Last CTAS Date (2014, 2015,
2016, 2017, 2018)

49

0.42

0.43

Last CTAS Date (≤ 2016, 2017,
2018)

49

0.22*

0.19*

Last CTAS Date (< 2018, 2018)

49

0.12*

0.10*

Employment Site (A, B, C)

50

0.007*

0.007*

Employment Status (Permanent
Full-Time, Part-Time, Casual)

50

0.84

0.67

Employment Status (Permanent,
Casual)

50

0.61

0.38

ED Experience (0- < 2 Yrs., 2- <5
Yrs., ≥ 5 Yrs.)

50

0.66

0.26

ED Experience (Pre-expert [< 5
Yrs.], Expert [5≥ Yrs.])

50

1.00

0.36

Triage Experience (0- < 2 Yrs., 2<5 Yrs., ≥ 5 Yrs.)

44

0.27

0.12*

Triage Experience (Pre-expert [< 5
44
0.65
0.42
Yrs.], Expert [5≥ Yrs.])
Note. n = Number of responses, * Denotes p-value <0.25 included in the regression analysis
modelling.
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date (<2018, 2018) (p = 0.10), (d) triage nursing experience (0- < 2 Yrs., 2- <5 Yrs., ≥ 5 Yrs.)
(p= 0.12) and (e) Employment Site (p = 0.007) for the dependent variable of knowledge of 80 %
or greater. None of the variables tested in the logistic regression analysis model showed a
statistical significance with COPD knowledge levels at greater than 80% with the exception of
employment site.
The one variable that was statistically significant with a p-value <0.05 was the place of
employment. Employment site (A, B, C) had the same p-value of 0.007 for both the linear
regression of the continuous variable knowledge scores and the logistic regression of the COPD
knowledge scores greater than 80%. The knowledge score of 80% was chosen as it was close to
the median score of 78.5%. Tables 8 and 9 depict the results of the final linear and logistic
regression models where employment site (A, B, C) was found to be predictive of knowledge of
COPD among Health PEI’s emergency triage nurses. In both models, Site A was used as a
baseline for comparison with the other sites in the model. In the simple linear regression model
with continuous variable knowledge scores (Table 8), the test scores from Site A were
significantly higher than Site B (p = 0.03). Additionally, the test scores from Site C were
significantly higher than Site B (p= 0.005). Therefore, the emergency triage nurses employed in
Site B were noted to have a significantly lower COPD knowledge then the nurses employed in
Site A and Site C, while controlling for all variables. Likewise, similar results (p = 0.0073) were
found in the logistic regression modelling with the knowledge level of 80 % or greater variable
using employment site (A, B, C) as depicted in Table 9. However, in the logistic model, Site B
was not significantly different than Site A but was significantly different from Site C (p=0.002).
Additionally, individual variables CTAS grouping, CNA certification, age, and diploma/degree
were added to the models to check for confounders. A change of greater than 30% in the
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Table 8
Final Simple Linear Regression Model for Place of Employment and Total Percentage of
Correct Responses for COPD Knowledge Among Emergency Triage Nurses (N=50)
Total Percent
A (Baseline)

Coefficient

Std. Err.

T

P>|t|

95% CI

B

-.0413405

0187333

-2.21 0.032

-.079027

-.003654

C

.0257864

.0204999

1.26 0.215

-.0154542

.0670269

Cons
.794332
.0130662
Note. Overall model p-value = 0.0068

60.79 0.000

.7680462

.8206178

Table 9
Final Logistic Regression Model for Place of Employment and Correct Test Scores at 80% for
COPD Knowledge Among Emergency Triage Nurses (N=50)
Place of
Odds Ratio
Employment
A (Baseline)

Std. Err.

Z

P>|z|

B

.2571429

-19

-1.86

0.063

0.615187

1.074834

C

3

.80

1.37

0.171

.6220133

14.46914

0.23

0.819

.4514996

2.734372

Cons
1.111111
.76
Note. Overall model p-value = 0.0073

95% CI

coefficient was considered significant. There were no important confounders.
Summary
The population for this study included all emergency triage nurses employed in the four
Health PEI EDs, who met the inclusion criteria. The response rate for this study was 45%, with
50 of the 112 questionnaires returned. Correct total COPD knowledge scores ranged from 40
(62%) to 60 (92%) out of a total of 65 possible answers with a mean total score of 51 (SD 4.01)
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or 78.5%. Questions regarding breathlessness and inhaled steroids were noted to be consistently
incorrectly answered; whereas questions regarding symptoms and non-pharmacological
interventions (exercise, smoking, and vaccinations) were answered consistently correctly. The
study results did not demonstrate a statistically significant association between the ED triage
nurses’ knowledge of COPD and their years of emergency nursing experience or their years of
triage nursing experience. Only employment site was found to be predictive of knowledge of
COPD among Health PEI’s emergency triage nurses.
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CHAPTER 5
Discussion
In this chapter, a discussion and interpretation of the results are presented. The
discussion proceeds according to the research questions and compares the findings to the
literature. This discussion begins with studies that have used the BCKQ © as a study instrument
to determine nurses’ knowledge of COPD. Then studies that have examined nurses’ knowledge
of COPD using other instruments, and a comparison of this study's results with White et al.’s
(2006) study are presented. A discussion of the study's findings with respect to Benner's (1984)
model completes the chapter.
Research Question 1
By answering Question 1, "What is the ED triage nurses' knowledge of COPD?" the
researcher was able to quantify the level of COPD knowledge among emergency triage nurses
who work in the four Health PEI's EDs. Emergency triage nurses prioritize patients who present
to the ED by accurately assessing the severity of their symptoms in the shortest possible time by
using a systematic, standardized approach. The triage process, correctly performed, can result in
quality clinical outcomes, improved patient satisfaction, and a more efficient and effective ED
(Madani, Moosavi, Jafaraghaee, Leyli, & Yazdanipour, 2019). Triage nurses must be able to
quickly decide patients’ needs based on short clinical assessments that rely on in-depth
knowledge of life-threatening conditions and broad knowledge of disease presentations, such as
COPD. Therefore, it was essential to determine emergency triage nurses’ knowledge of COPD.
The Modified BCKQ© was used to quantify emergency triage nurses' knowledge as it
reflects common COPD topics that most healthcare providers would know. The emergency
triage nurses’ total correct answers for all knowledge questions ranged from 40 (62%) to 60
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(92%) out of a total of 65 possible answers with a mean total score of 51 or 78.5%. The topics
that the emergency triage nurses' average correct responses were more than 80% included
vaccination, symptoms, phlegm, etiology, exercise, and epidemiology; whereas, the topics of
dyspnea and inhaled steroids were consistently incorrectly answered by the study respondents.
Nurses’ knowledge of diseases such as COPD is important in the delivery of quality
nursing care. Johnson and Smith (2016) identified that acute care nurse should have an
understanding of COPD pathophysiology with its physiological changes, required diagnostic
tests, and appropriate patient care activities including pharmacological and non-pharmacological
treatments. In the current study, participants were able to demonstrate strong knowledge (> 80%
correct) in the COPD-related topics of vaccination, symptoms, phlegm, etiology, exercise, and
epidemiology. A strong knowledge of these topics is important in health promotion and disease
prevention activities which nurses, such as emergency triage nurses, can perform. Given that
many individuals access the healthcare system through the ED, it is important that emergency
triage nurses have a strong knowledge base detect illness. This is especially important when
early detection and treatment of COPD can result in improved patient outcomes and QoL.
However, the study results also indicated areas where additional education and training
may be required. On average, the triage nurses answered the following questions with less
accuracy: dyspnea as a physiological change (55.6%), spirometry is required to diagnose COPD
(50%), and knowledge of inhaled steroids (62.4%) as pharmacological treatments. Given the
importance of spirometry in ensuring a correct diagnosis of COPD, emergency triage nurses are
well positioned to support a correct diagnosis for those at risk of developing COPD. As well,
nurses who work in the ED can ensure that those who have been diagnosed with COPD, based
on symptoms alone, receive the needed diagnostic testing to confirm this diagnosis.
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Studies using BCKQ© to determine nurses’ knowledge of COPD. The comparison of
the current study results to other studies that used the BCKQ © to determine nurses’ knowledge of
COPD revealed similarities and differences among the results. Edwards and Singh (2012)
reported on the knowledge of COPD among primary and secondary providers and found similar
results to this study; healthcare providers, including nurses, demonstrated strong knowledge of
symptom recognition and underlying pathophysiology. The participants in both studies had a
similar mean knowledge score. However, Edwards and Singh’s (2012) study did not describe
the study participants, so it is not possible to determine what type of HCP participated or if
emergency nurses completed the questionnaire in this study.
In Guo et al.’s (2018) study, the two groups of Taiwanese nurses who completed the
BCKQ© scores were lower (61.20% and 58.72%) than the Island emergency triage nurses’
knowledge scores. However, as Guo et al. (2018) did not report on the nurses' scores for the 13
COPD topics, a comparison to the current study’s topic results is not possible. While the Guo et
al. study was a larger study compared with the current study, the triage nurses were older (64%
were 35 years or older) and more experienced in emergency nursing (56% had greater than 5
years of triage experience) than the experience of the respiratory nurses in Guo et al.’s study.
Given that the nurses in both the clinic and medical units would routinely care for COPD
patients, it is noteworthy that the emergency triage nurses' COPD knowledge scores were higher
than the other group of nurses. A possible explanation for this finding may involve differences
in the educational preparation of the nurses.
In contrast, the Staiou et al. (2018) study reported on 39 acute care nurses who completed
the BCKQ instrument. The participants’ average COPD knowledge score was 52% with only
two study participants (5.13%) noted to be working in an emergency department. Ninety percent
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of the nurses were female with greater than 5 years of both total nursing experience and nursing
experience in their current work location. In comparing the current study results with Staiou et
al.'s study, both groups of nurses correctly answered questions about disease pathophysiology,
symptoms, and non- pharmacological interventions (exercise, vaccinations, and smoking
cessation) in high percentages. However, as seen in both the current study and Edward and
Singh’s (2012) study results, the participants in this study scored lower in the dyspnea and
inhaled steroids topics.
Studies using other instruments to determine nurses’ knowledge of COPD. Studies
have used other instruments to measure nurses’ knowledge of COPD. For example, the study by
Poudel et al. (2016) found 33% of nurses could identify all common obstructive airway diseases.
In that study, 4 nurses did not identify their work unit, 8 worked in intensive care, and 3 worked
in the medical unit. Comparing these findings with the results of the current study, the nurses'
work location could explain the differences in study results. Given the volume of patients who
present to the ED, the emergency triage nurses would have more opportunity to interact with
persons who have or at risk of COPD, which could explain the emergency triage nurses' scores
related to the epidemiology and etiology topic questions. However, 50% of the emergency triage
nurses identified that spirometry is required to diagnose COPD, which is slightly lower than
Poudel et al.'s study (56.4%). Also, the PEI emergency triage nurses' average scores for inhaled
medication were lower then the nurses in Poudel et al.'s study. The education received by the 24
nurses prior to completing the study questionnaire could account for this difference and
demonstrates the importance of nurses’ receiving education on these topics. Although the
Poudel study did not explore the signs and symptoms of COPD, a knowledge gap was identified
surrounding obstructive airway disease. Johnston et al.’s (2012) study showed a similar gap
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between rural and remote healthcare practitioners who had low levels of experience and
knowledge in the management of COPD. In the current study, the distinction between urban and
rural nurses’ knowledge of COPD was not as clearly defined.
De Godoy et al.'s (2016) results compared with this study's results showed a difference in
COPD knowledge between the two groups. The PEI emergency triage nurses scored higher on
average than the Brazilian nurses on topics reported by the study's authors. The reasons for the
differences may be multifactorial. De Godoy et al. did not provide a breakdown of the
percentage of acute care and primary care nurses, their work location, or the educational
background of the nurses. Additionally, it is unclear what, if any, previous COPD education was
provided to the Brazilian nurses, which would influence COPD knowledge demonstrated by the
nurses. In contrast, all the Island emergency triage nurses received triage training which
included common respiratory presentations. As well, over 50% of the triage nurses had more
than 5 years of emergency nursing and emergency triage experience. All these factors may help
explain the differences in the two studies’ results.
Comparison of nurses’ and patient’s knowledge of COPD using BCKQ ©. A
comparison of White et al.'s (2006) study results to the current study results was done to
determine if a difference in COPD knowledge existed between the nurses and patients who had
received COPD education. Figure 8 depicts the comparison of the nurses and patients by disease
topic. Except for the inhaled bronchodilator topic, all the other topics answered in high
percentages were disease and non-pharmacological interventions. Pharmacological topics such
as inhaled steroids were answered incorrectly by the two groups. Of interest is the relatively
lower percentage of the nurses' correct responses to the question on the topic of dyspnea (55%),
which is a common reason for presentation to the ED. Both the patients and nurses correctly
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Figure 8. Knowledge Level of COPD Topics Among Nurses and Patients (Harris, 2019 and White et
al., 2006)

answered questions about COPD symptoms and non-pharmacological interventions in high
numbers.
Of interest, the patients correctly identified the need for spirometry to diagnose COPD in
a higher percentage than the emergency triage nurses (60% versus 50%). However, the triage
nurses had a higher overall average (80.8%) in this section compared to the patients' (74%). As
well, patients had a slightly higher percentage of correct answers (89%) in the etiology section,
than the nurses (85.6%). The emergency triage nurses also scored lower then the patients on the
question that smoking cessation will improve a person's lung function. Only 10% of the nurses
knew that this statement was false, whereas, 20% of the patients answered this correctly.
Perhaps the most interesting comparison is the difference in the correct responses to
questions regarding the topic of dyspnea. The nurses scored, on average, 55.6%; whereas, the
patients’ average were 76%. Given that emergency triage nurses often work with patients
presenting with dyspnea, this finding is critical to understand in more detail. Bailey, Colella, and
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Mossey’s (2004) qualitative study of 10 medical unit nurses who cared for COPD patients
experiencing an AECOPD found that the nurses focused on the resultant anxiety rather than the
person's underlying dyspnea. This finding could explain the outcome of the current study.
Triage nurses are educated to assess and determine the severity of patient presentations to
the ED. This assessment includes the patient's subjective reason for presentation and the triage
nurse's objective assessment of the patient's clinical signs and symptoms. Therefore, it is not
surprising that, on average, the emergency triage nurses would correctly answer COPD
knowledge questions about pathophysiology, resultant changes, disease monitoring, and standard
pharmacological therapies. As well, nurses have a broad knowledge of non-pharmacological
treatments such as exercise, smoking cessation, and vaccinations as seen in the current study’s
results. This is an important finding as it indicates, that on average, emergency triage nurses
have sufficient knowledge to support health promotion and disease detection activities to
individuals with or at risk of developing COPD. As well, the study results also demonstrates that
Island emergency triage nurses have the knowledge to educate persons with COPD on disease
management, an important component of improving patient outcomes. However, it is
noteworthy that the nurses correctly answered the questions on the subtopic of dyspnea at low
levels. As dyspnea is a common reason for presentation to the ED and one of several classic
COPD symptoms, this finding deserves more study.
Dyspnea, the classic and most significant of COPD symptoms, would be routinely
observed daily in the work of emergency triage nurses (Hutchinson, Pickering, Williams, Bland,
& Johnson, 2017). These nurses are frequently the first point of contact for individuals seeking
emergency care services for dyspnea. Therefore, emergency triage nurses must have a good
understanding of the symptom dyspnea. The gold standard in the diagnosis of COPD is
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spirometry and should be considered in persons with symptoms of COPD (Bourbeau et al., 2019;
GOLD, 2020). As many persons meet their primary care needs by presenting to the ED,
emergency triage nurses should be aware of the necessity of spirometry in the diagnosis of
COPD. The same is true regarding the need to be knowledgeable regarding inhaled steroid
medications in the care of COPD. Inhaled medications are standard pharmacological treatment
in COPD. It is important that emergency triage nurses have a good knowledge of these drugs as
they may be called upon to provide patient information regarding their use. However, as no
studies were found involving emergency triage nurses, no comparisons can be made.
The current study identified a statistically significant association between the level of
COPD knowledge and the employment site of the study participants. It did not seek to identify
specific characteristics of the employment sites that may help explain this difference. These
results indicate a knowledge gap and possible training opportunities among nurses regardless of
their place of work. Emergency triage nurses encounter individuals who have or are at risk of
developing COPD, so they must have adequate knowledge of all aspects of this disease. The
uniform delivery of COPD education among emergency triage nurses will assist in ensuring that
all Islanders who have or at risk for COPD, no matter which ED they present to for the care of
respiratory symptoms, receive similar care.
Research Questions 2 and 3
By answering both Research Question #2 "Is there an association between the ED triage
nurses' knowledge of COPD and their years of emergency nursing experience?" and Research
Question #3 "Is there an association between the ED triage nurses' knowledge of COPD and their
years of triage nursing experience?" the researcher was guided by Benner's (1984) Novice to
Expert model. However, based on the study results, there were not enough respondents in all
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five stages of Benner's Model (novice, advanced beginner, competent, proficient, and expert).
The majority of the study participants (60%) were experts, according to Benner's model, which
made comparisons among the other subgroups difficult. For example, for the variables of
emergency nursing experience and emergency triage nursing experience, the numbers in the
novice, advanced beginner, competent, and proficient subgroups were much smaller than the
number in the expert subgroup. The researcher decided to combine subgroups due to limited
numbers. No statistically significant differences in COPD knowledge scores were found among
the groupings of nurses. Combining the groups may have resulted in an inadequate variation to
detect an association of statistical significance, especially with only 50 participants.
Benner highlighted the importance of clinical experience in developing nursing expertise
by moving through phases in nursing practice, specifically from novice to expert. Evans and
Donnelly (2006) noted that the clinical context in which nurses practice influences their
knowledge acquisition and development as they move through Benner's levels of novice to
expert. They noted that this includes the nurses’ practice environment. Emergency triage nurses
work in a diverse environment, interacting with many people presenting for care, providing a
rich environment to acquire clinical knowledge, skills, and judgment. However, Evans and
Donnelly did not comment on an association with years of clinical experience and knowledge
acquisition in their assessment of the Benner’s Model. The results of the current study also did
not find this association between knowledge and experience.
Stinson’s (2017) findings are similar to the current study, where over 60% of emergency
triage nurses had greater than 5 years of emergency nursing experience. Similarly, the researcher
could not demonstrate an association between COPD knowledge and experience due to the low
numbers in the pre-expert stages of Benner’s Model. However, in comparing Ganz’s (2016)
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study results with the current study, several differences are noted. Only 20 emergency triage
nurse participants in the Ganz (2016) study were divided into an experienced (> than 3 years of
experience) and an inexperienced (≤ than 3 years of experience) group. The 50 nurses who
participated in the current study were divided into pre-expert and expert groupings with greater
than 50% of the nurses grouped in the expert category. This difference could help explain the
outcomes of the two studies regarding the association with years of experience.
Summary
This study described the level of COPD knowledge among emergency triage nurses
employed in PEI's emergency departments. As this is the first study that used a modified version
of a validated instrument to assess the level of COPD knowledge among PEI emergency triage
nurses, the data obtained has contributed to an understanding of the knowledge regarding COPD
among this group of healthcare providers. Emergency triage nurses’ knowledge of COPD is
consistent with COPD knowledge found in previous research with patients and healthcare
providers, including nurses. This study's results did not show an association between the level of
COPD knowledge and years of emergency nursing or years of emergency triage nursing
experience. Other studies that used Benner’s Model have yielded similar and different results to
the current study. The only variable significantly associated with nurses’ knowledge of COPD
was employment site.
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CHAPTER 6
Summary
In this chapter, a summary of the study's strengths, limitations, implications for nursing
theory, education, and future research and a study conclusion will be presented.
Summary of Study
The purpose of this study was to determine the knowledge of COPD among Health PEI's
emergency triage nurses and to discern if a statistically significant association between COPD
knowledge and the nurses' years of emergency nursing experience and years of triage nursing
experience existed. Using a descriptive, cross-sectional design, the researcher collected data
from a sample of 50 ED triage nurse participants: 94% female and 6% male. Participants’
demographic information, their knowledge of COPD, and years of both emergency nursing and
triage nursing experience were collected through the use of a self-administered questionnaire.
The conceptual framework underlying the study was Benner's (1984) from Novice to Expert
Model. The instrument used in this study was the Modified BCKQ © designed to collect
information on participant demographics and knowledge of COPD. The BCKQ © is a validated
tool used to quantify the level of COPD knowledge among persons with the disease. The
modified version stayed true to the content of the original BCKQ © with modifications to the
wording reflective of the nursing profession.
The main findings of the study were that emergency triage nurses who participated in the
study were knowledgeable about COPD, with an average correct score of 78.5%. The subtopics
with the highest average correct answers by all study participants were vaccinations (92%),
symptoms (88.4%), phlegm (86%), etiology (85.6%), and exercise (81.2%). The emergency
triage nurses scored lowest in questions about dyspnea or breathlessness (55.6%) and inhaled
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steroid medication (62.4%). An association between the level of COPD knowledge and years of
emergency nursing and triage nursing experience was not statistically significant. Of the
variables examined, place of employment had a p-value of statistical significance in regression
modelling 80% correct level (p=0.007) and total test scores (p=0.007).
Strengths and Limitations
Several strengths of this research study are acknowledged. The study's response rate was
45% or 50 participants, which exceeded the calculated required sample size of 22 emergency
triage nurses. There was also a minimal amount of missing data in the returned questionnaires.
Emergency triage nurses from all Health PEI EDs participated in the study, which included
nurses who work in both rural and urban settings. Lastly, the modifications to the original
BCKQ© for this study did not alter the internal consistency of the instrument.
There are several limitations to this study, however. As this study only included 50 PEI
emergency triage nurses, it has limited generalizability. As well, 60% of the participants had 5
or more years of emergency nursing experience and emergency triage nursing experience. There
were smaller numbers of study participants in the other four stages of Benner’s model. As a
result, a decision made during the analysis meant grouping the different stages of Benner's model
together, which may have lead to misclassification bias. The resultant groupings may have
limited the ability to determine if an association between knowledge and stages of experience
existed according to the model.
This study used self-reported data, which has the potential to introduce bias. Despite
instructions not to guess at the correct answer, there is always the potential that study participants
guessed the answers to the questions. Such actions could led to the participant providing what
they believe to be the correct responses by guessing the answers rather than knowing the disease
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knowledge, thus influencing the accuracy of the results creating a bias. Future studies could
include additional techniques, such as participant observation of nursing actions, to improve data
accuracy.
The study participants voluntarily chose to take part in this study. This choice may have
affected the study outcome because the nurses who completed the questionnaire may have
characteristics that differ from the nurses who chose not to participate. For example, the nurses
who participated in the study may have an interest in COPD or have experience working with
COPD patients. A consideration of this potential selection bias is needed when considering the
study results.
The role of the researcher should also be considered when identifying possible limitations
to this study. Because of the employment status of the researcher (Director of Nursing, QEH),
every effort was made to ensure that positional authority did not impact the study results. Study
recruitment by each ED's clinical leaders and nurse managers ensured the presence of the
researcher would not unduly influence potential study participants. This approach allowed the
researcher to provide information on the study protocols while physically distancing her from the
study settings. Contact information for the researcher was readily available to the clinical
leaders, nurse managers, and potential study participants.
Implications for Nursing Practice and Education
Emergency triage nurses provide nursing assessment and care to many people, including
persons at risk of developing or who have COPD who present to the ED for treatment of
respiratory symptoms. Nurses’ inadequate knowledge of diseases such as COPD has the
potential to influence patient education, disease management, and outcomes negatively. Nurses
in the ED are well-positioned to have a significant influence on the care of this population (Piper,
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2008). However, in order to be influential, emergency triage nurses must possess the efficacy
and accuracy in decision making and the necessary COPD knowledge to care for this population.
Determining the level of COPD knowledge among ED triage nurses was essential to inform
nursing practice in this clinical area and to potentially optimize nursing care to individuals at risk
of developing or who have COPD. While this study's results demonstrate areas of strength
among Health PEI emergency triage nurses' knowledge about many COPD topics, there are areas
where nurses could improve their level of knowledge, specifically in their knowledge of dyspnea
and inhaled steroid medications. As well, only 50% of the nurses correctly identified spirometry
testing as the gold standard in diagnosing COPD (GOLD, 2019; 2020). Many persons are
diagnosed by symptoms alone rather than by objective testing, which is contrary to clinical
guidelines and standards of practice. This current practice is a potential area where emergency
triage nurses can positively influence a patient's clinical outcome by questioning the validity of a
COPD diagnosis without diagnostic testing. Further education targeted to emergency triage
nurses regarding the COPD topics could improve the nurses’ level of COPD knowledge.
The sharing of this study’s findings and the rationale behind the study may encourage
emergency triage nurses to reflect on their COPD knowledge and to seek out accurate
information on the disease. However, based on this study’s findings, there is a difference in the
emergency triage nurses’ COPD knowledge by the employment site. Given that Health PEI is a
provincial service, consideration of differences is necessary to develop and to deliver education
programs within the province. Nursing and Health PEI leaders should consider a provincial
approach to the provision of educational opportunities to ensure all nurses, including emergency
triage nurses, have an opportunity to become knowledgeable or remain current in their COPD
knowledge. Dissemination of these study findings could support and inform the planning of
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future COPD educational activities within Health PEI.
The research findings should also be shared with the faculty and staff of UPEI and
Holland College to ensure that nursing students continue to receive current COPD education,
which includes information on diagnostics, common symptoms such as dyspnea, and the role of
medication in the control of disease symptoms. It is essential to ensure nursing students have
this information so they are better able to care for patients with COPD or to identify those at risk
for the disease, thus improving the provision of care as novice nurses.
Implications for Theory
Benner's (1984) Novice to Expert Model provided the conceptual framework for this
research study. While the application of Benner's model to the development of nursing
education programs, as well as the delivery of patient education, is prominent in nursing
literature, studies that use Benner’s model in the determination of knowledge are limited. The
progression of the nurse from novice, advanced beginner, competent, proficient, and expert
practitioner is central to Benner's model. The purpose of this study was to determine if an
association existed between the level of COPD knowledge among emergency triage nurses and
Benner’s stages. However, as there were not enough study participants for each of the five
stages, a decision was made by the researcher to group stages together. This modification made
a comparison of the five stages unachievable. Therefore, this study could not determine an
association between the level of COPD knowledge and the stages described by Benner.
The majority of the participants had 5 or more years of emergency nursing experience
and emergency triage nursing experience in this study. The significant number of nurses
considered to be an expert in Benner’s model was in comparison to the smaller numbers of
participants in the other four stages. The smaller numbers in the noted groupings made it not
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possible to determine if an association between knowledge and stages of experience. While
some may argue that Benner's model may not be easily aligned to determine the answers to the
study's questions, it may be worthwhile to conduct the study with a larger group of nurses. A
more extensive study would have several benefits including increasing the number of study
participants might make comparisons in all groupings aligned with Benner's five stages possible,
and it might suggest that knowledge is obtained over time and is experiential. Lastly, another
possible study consideration could be if there is an association with Benner’s model stages and
continuing COPD education among emergency triage nurses on their level of COPD knowledge.
Recommendations for Future Research
The results of this study contribute to understanding the knowledge of COPD by
PEI emergency triage nurses. The information obtained from the survey also describes the
demographics of nurses who work in the four Health PEI EDs. As this study sample was of
emergency triage nurses, it may not reflect the level of knowledge among nurses in other
departments who provide nursing care to persons at risk of or who have COPD. Future research
should examine the COPD knowledge of nurses across PEI who provide care to persons who
have or are at risk of developing COPD
The findings of this study indicate that specific knowledge gaps related to COPD existed.
Knowledge regarding dyspnea, inhaled steroid medications, the need for spirometry in
diagnosing COPD, and the irreversibility of lung function, once the damage is done were
answered incorrectly by the majority of nurses who participated in the study. This finding is
consistent with other studies about nurses’ COPD knowledge (De Godoy et al., 2016; Edwards &
Singh, 2012; Guo et al., 2018; Poudel et al., 2016; Staiou et al., 2018). The knowledge deficits
indicate that this group requires more education on these topics. Given that dyspnea, or
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shortness of breath, is a typical patient concern, more research is needed to understand why
nurses score consistently lower in their knowledge in this specific topic. As well, a study using
an experimental design to evaluate knowledge before and following the implementation of a
COPD educational initiative would also be informative.
Lastly, this study's results provide researchers with a basis to study the triage nurse’s role
in secondary disease prevention. Researchers and healthcare decision-makers must explore
activities or interventions that allow for early detection of diseases such as COPD. Given the
increase in the prevalence of chronic diseases such as COPD, new models of care that focus on
nurses' competencies and scope of practice rather than tasks within our healthcare system will
benefit this population.
Conclusion
Accurate triage decisions greatly influence the outcomes for those who present to the ED
for care. The efficiency and accuracy of triage decisions rely on ED triage nurses' knowledge
and skill. Many Islanders, including those with undiagnosed COPD, frequently utilize EDs due
to lack of ready access to a family physician or nurse practitioner. Early recognition of
respiratory symptoms indicative of COPD leads to early intervention and should be a high
priority for ED staff. However, identifying those at risk for or symptomatic of COPD requires
emergency nurses to possess the knowledge to guide and support these activities.
This study described the level of COPD knowledge among emergency triage nurses
employed in Health PEI's emergency departments. The average correct COPD knowledge score
among emergency triage nurses was 78.5%, which is consistent with other studies that measured
COPD disease knowledge. Knowledge deficits in everyday aspects of COPD could negatively
influence patient care, so a study that identifies knowledge gaps would be beneficial in planning
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educational activities. The study results did not show a difference between the level of COPD
knowledge and the nurses' years of emergency nursing and years of triage nursing experience, in
keeping with Benner's model. This result may have been due to the need to combine categories
due to the small number of participants in the four pre-expert groupings of Benner's model.
Employment site was the only variable significantly associated with emergency triage nurses’
knowledge of COPD.
The findings of this study could assist nurses and healthcare leaders to improve
educational programs regarding COPD to ensure that emergency triage nurses have the needed
knowledge to provide quality care to persons at risk for or has COPD. Study results will be used
to inform clinical practice, support educational activities, and suggest future research activities to
advance our understanding of the level of COPD knowledge among PEI nurses. Future research
should be undertaken to determine the level of COPD knowledge among other nurses within
Health PEI. The nurses in the study had knowledge gaps regarding dyspnea and inhaled steroid
medication. As COPD prevalence is rising, nurses in all areas of adult practice are likely to care
for these patients. Knowledge deficits could negatively affect patients’ knowledge of their
disease resulting in mismanagement of their condition. Insight into knowledge deficits can drive
education and training to improve nurses' knowledge and the care that they provide to COPD
patients.
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Emergency Nursing Core Competencies

Standards and Practices
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Next Revision Date

Emergency nursing is a specialty within the nursing profession. Emergency nurses must possess a broad body of
knowledge and skills to care for various complex health care issues from non-urgent to life threatening; to a variety
of age groups, involving various disease processes, body systems and specific populations.
Emergency nursing education and orientation should be based on NENA’s Core Competencies as well as
standardized education programs such as; Basic Cardiac Life Support (BCLS), Advanced Cardiac Life Support
(ACLS), Pediatric Advanced Life Support (PALS), Trauma Nursing Core Course (TNCC), Emergency Nursing
Pediatric Course (ENPC), Canadian Triage and Acuity Scale (CTAS), and Geriatric Emergency Nursing Education
(GENE).
A Competency is an expected level of performance that integrates knowledge, skills, abilities, and judgement. An
individual who demonstrates competence is performing successfully at an expected level (Emergency Nurses
Association, 2011).
The expected level of performance for an emergency nurse is fluid in its progression from novice to expert (Benner,
1982), based on the nurse’s level of learning and experience.
Core Competencies
Airway

ASSESSMENT, INTERVENTION AND MONITORING IS A COMPETENCY REQUIRED BY
ALL EMERGENCY NURSES
 Knowledge of airway anatomy and emergencies specific to the adult/pediatric/geriatric
populations
 Assessment of airway to determine airway patency
 Insertion of nasopharyngeal and oropharyngeal airways
 Suctioning of the airway
 Utilization of non-invasive positioning to clear and open the airway, including head tilt chin lift
or jaw thrust
 Perform and/or assist with insertion and maintenance of supraglottic/extraglottic airways
 Perform and/or assist with intubation, ensure correct placement of ET Tube and monitoring of the
intubated patient including EtCO2 monitoring
 Assist with emergency cricothyrotomy and/or emergency tracheostomy
 Initiate and/or assist with use of high-flow oxygenation
 Perform and/or assist with the initiation and maintenance of non-invasive positive pressure
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Breathing
ASSESSMENT, INTERVENTION AND MONITORING OF RESPIRATORY STATSUS IS A
COMPETENCY REQUIRED BY ALL EMERGENCY NURSES














Knowledge of respiratory anatomy and emergencies specific to the adult/pediatric/geriatric
populations (e.g. asthma, croup, bronchiolitis, epiglottitis, COPD, pulmonary edema, pulmonary
embolus).
Assessment of effective versus ineffective ventilations.
Chest auscultation and identification of normal and abnormal breath sounds.
Knowing when to administer oxygen, the amount and by the appropriate means.
Using a bag-valve mask device.
Perform and/or assist with arterial/venous/capillary blood sampling.
Interpretation of blood gas results.
Assist with setting up, insertion of chest tubes, and monitoring chest tube drainage.
Initiation and maintenance of end-tidal CO2 monitoring.
Interpretation and monitoring of oxygen saturation.
Collection of peak flow measurements.
Identification of life threatening respiratory conditions and perform and/or assist with appropriate
interventions.
Care of patient with non-invasive and invasive airway interventions in the emergency department

Circulation
ASSESSMENT, INTERVENTION AND MONITORING OF CIRCULATORY STATUS IS A
COMPETENCY REQUIRED BY ALL EMERGENCY NURSES

















Recognition and treatment of shock syndromes for the adult/pediatric/geriatric patient:
cardiogenic, hypovolemic, distributive, and obstructive
Initiates early sepsis screening and interventions
Acquisition and interpretation of vital signs
Assessment of effective circulation in the pediatric patient (central and peripheral pulses,
capillary refill, skin color, temperature and moisture)
Auscultation and identification of normal and abnormal heart sounds
Perform and maintain IV access
Perform and/or assist with insertion and maintenance of intraosseous access
Understanding/utilizing principles of rapid fluid administration/devices
Understands/utilizes principles of blood transfusion
Understanding/utilizing principles of massive transfusion
Administering all types of fluid replacement (i.e. crystalloids, plasma expanders, blood products)
Interpretation of lab values
Assist with insertion of central venous and arterial lines
Accessing and drawing blood from central lines and intravenous access devices
Maintenance of a normothermic environment (i.e. warming/cooling blankets, warmed fluids, etc.) 
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Cardiovascular
INITIAL CARDIOVASCULAR ASSESSMENT, INTERVENTION AND MONITORING IS A
COMPETENCY REQUIRED BY ALL EMERGENCY NURSES









Assessment and knowledge of interventions for Acute Coronary Syndromes
Basic cardiac monitoring and interpretation
Perform and interpret 12 and 15/16 lead ECG’s
Knowledge of Fibrinolytic protocols
Knowledge of Targeted Temperature Management protocols
Perform and/or assist with defibrillation, cardioversion and external pacing
Assist with pericardiocentesis
Knowledge and interventions related to pharmacology and protocols for the cardiovascular
system (i.e. antiarrhythmics, antihypertensives, vasopressors, inotropes)

Neurological
INITIAL NEUROLOGICAL ASSESSMENT, INTERVENTION AND MONITORING IS A
COMPETENCY REQUIRED BY ALL EMERGENCY NURSES



















Knowledge of neurological emergencies specific to the adult/pediatric/geriatric populations
Assessment of level of consciousness
Interpretation of neurological signs and symptoms in context with history
Assessment of Glasgow Coma Scale
Assessment and knowledge of appropriate interventions for headaches
Assessment and knowledge of appropriate interventions for seizures
Assessment and knowledge of interventions for head injury (e.g. increased intracranial pressure,
and administration of hyperosmotics such a Mannitol)
Assessment and knowledge of and interventions for Transient Ischemic Attack (TIA) and stroke
Knowledge of Fibrinolytic and/or embolization/revascularization protocols
Assessment and knowledge of interventions for spinal cord/vertebral injury
Perform and/or assist with application of cervical collars
Perform and/or assist with spinal motion restrictions
Non-pharmacological pain management therapies
Evaluation of pain utilizing an appropriate pain scale
Pharmacological management of pain
Assessment and knowledge of interventions for organic brain syndrome (dementia and
Alzheimer’s disease)
Assessment and knowledge of interventions for acute confusional state (delirium)
Knowledge of toxidromes producing neurological effects.

Physical Assessment and Intervention
PHYSICAL ASSESSMENT IS A COMPETENCY REQUIRED BY ALL EMERGENCY NURSES
Maxillofacial, Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat
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Knowledge of EENT emergencies specific to the adult/pediatric/geriatric populations (e.g. Otitis,
peritonsillar abscess, foreign body, sensory changes, angioedema, epistaxis)
Measure visual acuity
Perform eye irrigation (e.g. Morgan Lens insertion and care)
Assess and assist in management of epistaxis (e.g. nasal packing and balloon catheters)
Assess and assist in management of post tonsillectomy hemorrhage
Assist with removal of foreign body
Assist with care of displaced teeth and/or replantation
Assist with incision and drainage of peritonsillar abscess

Abdomen












Knowledge of abdominal emergencies specific to the adult/pediatric/geriatric populations (e.g.
obstructed bowel, GI bleed, pancreatitis, cholecystitis, appendicitis, pyloric stenosis,
intussusception, constipation, diarrhea)
Inspection, auscultation, and palpation of abdomen
Insertion of nasogastric or orogastric tubes
Assist with diagnostic peritoneal lavage
Assessment and care of ostomy
Rectal and esophageal temperature monitoring
Rectal tube insertion
Monitor percutaneous feeding tube

Genitourinary















Knowledge of genitourinary emergencies for males/females specific to the
adult/pediatric/geriatric populations (e.g. renal colic, urinary tract infections, pyelonephritis,
hematuria, urinary retention, acute/chronic renal failure)
Insertion/application and care of urinary/condom catheters
Knowledge of catheter associated infections
Assist with insertion of suprapubic catheters
Assist with insertion of and monitoring or continuous bladder irrigation
Perform and interpret bladder scans
Perform and interpret urine dipstick tests
Perform and interpret urine pregnancy tests
Assist with collection of urethral swabs
Obtain urine culture samples
Monitor fluid balance (In and Out)

Reproductive Female




Knowledge of reproductive emergencies for females in the adult/pediatric/geriatric populations
(e.g. ectopic pregnancy, ovarian cyst, foreign bodies)
Inspection, auscultation and palpation of the abdomen
Auscultate fetal heart tones
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Recognize signs of fetal distress
Estimate PV blood loss
Knowledge of hospital protocol for sexual violence
Assist with pelvic exam, collection of swabs and/or forensic evidence collection
Knowledge of sexually transmitted illnesses
Knowledge of abortion (spontaneous, threatened, therapeutic, septic, missed)
Knowledge of perinatal loss including care of the patient and family
Assessment and knowledge of obstetrical emergencies
Assist with emergency childbirth and care of the newborn

Reproductive Male







Knowledge of reproductive emergencies for males in the adult/pediatric/geriatric populations
(e.g. testicular torsion, penile/scrotal pain, priapism, prostatitis)
Knowledge of hospital protocol for sexual violence
Knowledge of sexually transmitted illnesses

Musculoskeletal/Integumentary
















Knowledge of various musculoskeletal and integumentary emergencies specific to the
adult/pediatric/geriatric populations (e.g. fractures, dislocations, amputations, arthritis,
osteomyelitis, rashes, cellulitis, necrotizing fasciitis, skin disorders)
Neurovascular assessment of extremities
Assessment of the seven P’s (pain, pallor, polar, paresthesia, pulses, pressure, and paralysis)
Assessment and intervention for compartment syndrome
Assessment and intervention of various pain management strategies
Splinting
Assist with reduction and/or immobilization of fractures and dislocations
Preservation of amputated parts
Performing wound care of the acute and chronic wound
Assisting with/or performing wound closure (e.g. suturing, staples, skin glue)
Apply and/or assist with topical/local anesthetic
Ring removal

Environmental



 Knowledge of impact of environmental emergencies specific to the adult/pediatric/geriatric
populations
 Assessment and interventions of burns
 Assessment and interventions of heat stroke/heat exhaustion
 Assessment and interventions of near drowning
 Assessment and interventions of hypothermia and frostbite
 Assessment and interventions of high altitude and decompression illness
 Knowledge and assessment of bites and stings (e.g. human, animal, insect, snakes, jellyfish)
 Assessment and interventions of bio-terrorism threats/attacks
 Knowledge and implementation of staff/patient safety
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Knowledge of disaster planning and policies
Toxicology











Knowledge of various toxicological emergencies specific to the adult/pediatric/geriatric
populations
Access to poison control information
Knowledge of specific antidote administration
Administration of charcoal
Knowledge of common poisonings and methods to prevent absorption and enhance elimination
Recognition of substance intoxication and abuse
Knowledge of protocols and treatment for substance abuse and withdrawal

Psychiatry












Knowledge of psychiatric emergencies specific to the adult/pediatric/geriatric populations
Selection of appropriate interventions to manage alterations in mental/behavioural health and
ensure patient and staff safety
Knowledge of protocols, guidelines, and laws pertaining to patients with mental/behavioural
health illnesses
Recognition of escalating behaviour
Recognition of delirium, dementia, and depression in the geriatric population
Knowledge and interventions for mood and personality disorders, anxiety and stress disorders,
eating disorders, schizophrenia
Knowledge of suicidal risk assessment
Knowledge and management of patients with substance use disorder

Psychosocial











Provides effective and timely communication to the patient and significant others
Ensures environment that promotes privacy and support
Knowledge of crisis intervention as it relates to the patient, family and significant others
Provision of reassurance, acceptance and encouragement during times of stress
Recognition of signs of abuse in the pediatric/elder/vulnerable patient
Recognition and knowledge of intimate partner violence
Knowledge of cultural awareness and sensitivity

Immunology/Hematology/Endocrinology










Knowledge of immunologic/hematologic/endocrine emergencies specific to the
adult/pediatric/geriatric populations
Assessment and interventions for hyperglycemic emergencies (Diabetic Ketoacidosis,
Hyperglycemic Hyperosmolar Syndrome)
Assessment and interventions for hypoglycemia
Assessment and interventions for thyroid emergencies (e.g. thyroid storm)
Assessment and interventions for adrenal gland emergencies
Assessment and interventions for oncologic emergencies
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Assessment and interventions for hematological abnormalities
Assessment and interventions for the immunocompromised patient (e.g. HIV, neutropenia)

Medications







Knowledge of pharmacology and medications
Administers medication safely according to agency policy
Knowledge of medication reconciliation

Discharge Planning








Provides teaching to patient and/or significant others on an ongoing basis
Provides explanations for medications, treatments, self-care, follow up and/or referrals to outside
resources
Provides additional discharge instructions via departmental handouts or community prepared
documents when available
Consults and coordinates care with specialists, allied health, and additional support services (e.g.
Physiotherapy, social work, occupational therapy, home care, outpatient clinics)

Professional Practice/Legal/Ethical Issues
The Emergency Nurse will be knowledgeable of hospital policies and procedures and provincial or
national laws related to:
 Sexual violence
 Interpersonal violence
 Patient restraints
 Blood alcohol collection
 Abuse of the pediatric, geriatric, or vulnerable patient
 Criminal assault
 Gunshot or stab wound reporting
 Advanced directives
 Organ and Tissue donation
 Family presence during resuscitation
 Medical/legal cases
 Informed consent
 Unidentified patients 
 Workplace violence prevention
 Infection Control
 Emergency preparedness and planning including pandemic and disaster planning
REFERENCES
Benner, P.E. (1984). From novice to expert: Excellence and power in clinical nursing practice. Menlo
Park, CA: Addison-Wesley.
Canadian Nurses Association. (2012). Emergency Nursing Certification Exam Blueprint and specialty
competencies, Retrieved April 15, 2014 from
http://www.nurseone.ca/docs/NurseOne/Certification/Emergency_Blueprint_Oct212_e.pdf#page=11
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Emergency Nurses Association. (2011). Emergency Nursing Scope and Standards of Practice (1st Ed),
Des Plaines, Il: Emergency Nurses Association.
Howard, P.K. & Steinmann, R.A. (2010). Sheehy’s Emergency Nursing Principles and Practice (6th Ed).
(Ed) Emergency Nurses Association Mosby Elsevier, St. Louis, MO.
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Appendix B
The 5 levels of triage for ED visits according to the Canadian Emergency Department Triage and
Acuity Scale (CTAS)
Triage Level

Category

Description

1

Resuscitation

2

Emergent

Conditions that are threats to life
or limb (or imminent risk of
deterioration) requiring immediate
aggressive interventions.
Conditions that are a potential
threat to life, limb or function,
requiring rapid medical
intervention or delegated acts.

3

Urgent

4

Less urgent

5

Non-urgent

9 or blank

Unknown
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Conditions that could potentially
progress to a serious problem
requiring emergency intervention.
May be associated with significant
discomfort or affect ability to
function at work or activities of
daily living.
Conditions that are related to a
patient’s age, distress or potential
for deterioration or complications
that would benefit from
intervention or reassurance within
1 to 2 hours.
Conditions that may be acute but
non-urgent as well as conditions
that may be part of a chronic
problem, with or without evidence
of deterioration. The investigation
of or interventions for some of
these illnesses or injuries could be
delayed or even referred to other
areas of the hospital or health care
system.
Occurs when triage level is not
documented or patient leaves before
triage

Appendix C
Documentation of Approval for Use of Bristol COPD Knowledge Questionnaire ©
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Appendix D
Code #________
Part A Demographics
Please circle or check the most appropriate answers to the following questions:

What is your gender?

1.
2.
3.
4.

Female 
Male 
Other 
Please describe________________
Prefer not to answer 

What is your age?

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

< 25years
25 - < 30 years
30 - < 35 years
35 - < 40 years
40 - < 45 years
45 - < 50 years
> 50 years









Highest level of Nursing Education Achieved?
1. Diploma Prepared (RN) 
2. Undergraduate Degree (BN/BScN) 
3. Master’s Degree (Non Nurse Practitioner) 

Do you have an Emergency Nursing Certification?
When was the date of your last CTAS Course?

1. Yes 

(year) 20_____

How many years of experience do you have in:
Emergency Nursing?
1.
0 - < 6 months 
2. 6 months- < 2 years 
3.
2- < 3 years 
4.
3- < 5years 
5.
> 5years 

Triage Nursing?
1.
0- <6 months 
2. 6 months- < 2 years 
3.
2- < 3 years 
4.
3- < 5 years 
5.
> 5 years 

What is your primary place of employment?
1.
2.
3.
4.

2. No 

Kings County Memorial Hospital 
Queen Elizabeth Hospital 
Prince County Hospital 
Western Hospital 

What is your employment status?
1. Permanent Full-time 
2. Permanent Part-time 
3. Temporary Full-time 
4. Temporary Part-time 
5. Casual 
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Part B

Modified Bristol COPD Knowledge Questionnaire (MBCKQ ©)
This questionnaire is designed to determine your knowledge about Chronic Obstructive
Pulmonary Disease. It should be completed without help from anyone else. This questionnaire
usually takes between 10 and 20 minutes. Your answers will help us determine future COPD
educational needs of nurses. Check the answer you think is correct.
True
1.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
2.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
3.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
4.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
5.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

In COPD:
In COPD, the word ‘chronic’ means it is severe.
COPD can only be confirmed by spirometry.
COPD gradually worsens over time.
In COPD, oxygen levels in the blood are always low.
COPD is unusual in people less than 40 years old.
COPD:
More than 80% of COPD cases are caused by cigarette
smoking.
COPD can be caused by occupational dust exposure.
Longstanding asthma can develop into COPD.
COPD is commonly an inherited disease.
Women are less vulnerable to the effects of cigarette smoking
than men.
The following symptoms are common in COPD:
Swelling of ankles.
Fatigue (tiredness).
Wheezing.
Crushing chest pain.
Rapid weight loss.
Dyspnea in COPD:
Severe dyspnea prevents travel by air.
Dyspnea can be worsened by eating large meals.
Dyspnea means that a person’s oxygen levels are low.
Dyspnea is a normal response to exercise.
Dyspnea is primarily caused by a narrowing of the
bronchial tubes .
Phlegm (sputum):
Coughing up phlegm is a common symptom in COPD.
Clearing phlegm is a common symptom in COPD.
Bronchodilator inhalers can help clear phlegm.
Phlegm causes harm if swallowed.
Clearing phlegm can be assisted by breathing exercises.
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False

Don’t
Know

6.

Chest infections and COPD exacerbations:

a.
b.

Chest infections often cause hemoptysis.
With chest infections, phlegm usually changes colour
(yellow or green).
COPD exacerbations can occur in the absence of a chest
infection.
Chest infections are always accompanied by a high
temperature.
Oral Prednisone should be taken whenever there is an
exacerbation.
Exercise in COPD:
Walking is better exercise than breathing exercises to
improve fitness.
Exercise should be avoided as it strains the lungs.
Exercise can help maintain bone density.
Exercise helps relieve depression.
Exercise should be stopped if it makes the person breathless.
Smoking:
Stopping smoking will reduce the risk of heart disease.
Stopping smoking will slow down further lung damage.
Stopping smoking is pointless as the damage is done.
Stopping smoking usually results in improved lung
function.
Nicotine replacement therapy is only available on
prescription.
Vaccination:
A flu vaccination is recommended every year.
A person can develop the flu from receiving the flu
vaccination.
A person can only receive the flu vaccination if they are
65 years of age or older.
A pneumonia vaccination protects against all forms of
pneumonia.
A person can receive the pneumonia vaccination and a flu
vaccination on the same day.
Inhaled bronchodilators:
All bronchodilators act quickly (within 10 minutes).
Both short and long acting bronchodilators can be taken
on the same day.
Spacer devises or aerochambers should be dried with a
towel after washing.
Using a spacer devises will increase the amount of drug
deposited in the lungs.
Tremor may be a side effect of bronchodilators.

c.
d.
e.
7.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
8
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
9
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
10
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
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True

False

Don’t
Know

11

Antibiotic treatment in COPD:

a.

To be effective, antibiotics should be taken for at least 10
days.
Excessive use of antibiotics can cause resistant bacteria.
Antibiotics will clear all chest infections.
Antibiotics are necessary for an exacerbation, however
mild.
Patients should seek medical advice if antibiotics cause
diarrhea.
Prednisone tablets given for COPD:
Prednisone helps strengthen muscles.
Prednisone should be avoided if there is a chest infection.
The risk of long-term side effects due to steroids is less
with short courses than with continuous treatment.
Indigestion is a common side effect from taking
Prednisone.
Prednisone can increase a person’s appetite.
Inhaled steroids:
Inhaled steroids should be stopped if an oral steroid is
ordered.
Steroid inhalers can be used for rapid relief of
breathlessness.
A spacer device reduces the risk of developing thrush.
A steroid inhaler should be taken before taking a
bronchodilator.
An inhaled steroid improves lung function in COPD.

b.
c.
d.
e.
12.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
13.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

True

False

Don’t
know

Highlighted topics or questions indicate modifications or change in phrasing to the original
BCKQ©
© Dr Roger White (roger.white4@virgin.net). All rights reserved. No part of this
publication may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system or transmitted, in any form or by
any means without the prior permission of the author.
Further supplies can be obtained from: Department of Medicine (BCKQ) Frenchay hospital,
Bristol BS16 1LE Ref.: White R, Walker P, Roberts S, Kalisky S, White P, Chronic Respiratory
Disease. 2006;3:123-131.
Designed by the Medical Illustration Department, Frenchay Hospital, Bristol
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Appendix E
Letters of Support for Study
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Appendix F
Prince Edward Island Research Ethics Board Approval
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Appendix G
University of Prince Edward Island Research Ethics Board Approval

REB approval: file #6007804
x

mknight@upei.ca

Sep 20, 2018, 1:52 PM

to Bryanton, me, Kean, McClure, Knight, Rossiter
September 20, 2018
RE: Emergency Triage Nurses' Knowledge of Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease
UPEI REB file: 6007804
Dear Ms. Harris,
We have received notification that the PEI Research Ethics Board has approved the
above research protocol. This completes the streamlined review process of your
protocol by the UPEI REB and the PEI Research Ethics Board. Congratulations and
good luck with your research!
Joy Knight
Research Compliance and Awards Coordinator
Office of Research Services
reb@upei.ca
620-5104
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Appendix H
Pilot Study Participant’s Feedback
Thank you for taking the time to complete the questionnaire. I am interested in your feedback on
the Study Participant Information Sheet and the Study Questionnaire. Please answer the
following questions about the two documents.
Study Participant Information Sheet:
1.

Was the study’s purpose clear and easily understood?

Yes_____ No_____

2.

Was it clear who should be taking part in this study?

Yes_____ No_____

3.

Did the study’s instructions provide clear direction?

Yes_____ No_____

4. Was it clear how your confidentiality will be protected?

Yes_____ No_____

5.

Yes_____ No_____

Was the information sheet font size easy to read?

Study Questionnaire:
1. Were the questions clear and easily understood?

Yes_____ No______

2. Was the layout of the questionnaire easy to follow?

Yes_____ No_____

3. Was the spacing of the questions adequate?

Yes_____ No_____

4. Was the questionnaire’s font size easy to read?

Yes_____ No_____

5. What was the time in minutes to complete the questionnaire?

__________

Additional Comments:
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Thank you!
Mary Harris, Graduate Student, Faculty of Nursing, UPEI, October, 201
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Appendix I
Recruitment Plan for Study Participants
Activity

Time

Duration

Individual meeting with ED
Nurse Managers to explain
study and request support

October

1 hour/meeting

Attendance at Staff meetings
to introduce study

October

20 minute presentation
beginning of the study

Circulate posters/pamphlets
promoting the study at the 4
EDs

November

Beginning of data collection

Post information on
Association
of Registered Nurses of Prince
Edward Island’s, Health
PEI’s, and Prince Edward
Island Nurses’ Union’s
website regarding the study

November

Beginning of data collection

November-January

Periodically through data
collection

January

20 minutes

Be present at the 4 EDs to
answer any questions nurses
may have
Asking Nurse Managers to
send e-mails at week 3 and 5
reminding staff of the study
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Appendix J
Code #________
Study Participant Information Sheet
Emergency Triage Nurses’ Knowledge of Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (COPD)
Study
Dear Nurse Colleague,
We are inviting emergency nurses, who worked as triage nurses, to participate in a study that is
taking place in the Emergency Departments at the Kings County Memorial Hospital, Queen
Elizabeth Hospital, Prince County Hospital, and Western Hospital. We want to find out about
your knowledge of COPD. There is little known about this topic, and this study will provide
new information about the level of COPD knowledge among emergency triage nurses. By
learning more about your level of COPD knowledge, educational activities can be planned to
support your nursing practice.
What is the study’s purpose? The purpose of this study is to determine the level of knowledge
of COPD among emergency triage nurses and to identify if there is a difference in that
knowledge based on years of emergency nursing and years of triage nursing experience.
Who is doing the research? Mary Harris, Graduate Student, Faculty of Nursing, University of
Prince Edward Island (UPEI), is conducting this study. Dr. Janet Bryanton, Faculty of Nursing,
UPEI, is Mary’s supervisor. Professor Terri Kean and Dr. Carol McClure are also members of
Mary’s Thesis Committee. This study is part of fulfilling a thesis requirement and is funded by
the student.
Who can participate in this study? Of the 150 PEI emergency nurses, only the nurses who
meet the inclusion criteria will be eligible to take part in this study. Any emergency nurse who
has completed the Canadian Triage and Acuity Scale (CTAS) course and works as a triage nurse
during his/her typical work assignment can participate in this study. If you have not completed
the CTAS course, please do not fill out this questionnaire.
What are you being asked to do? If you agree to take part in this study, you will be asked to
complete a four page paper questionnaire that asks basic demographic information and 65 COPD
knowledge questions. It should take you about 15-20 minutes to complete this questionnaire. It
is important to answer the questions based on what you currently know about COPD. This not a
test; we are only interested in your current knowledge of COPD. If you do not know the answer
it is fine to indicate that you do not know the answer to the question; just answer to the best of
your ability. Please do not use reference material such as books or electronic information to
answer the questions. Please do not ask others for answers to the questions. Specific responses
to questions cannot be identified to individual study participants. Your answers will
anonymous and confidential.
A signed consent form is not necessary to participate in this study. By completing and
submitting the questionnaire, you are implying that you consent to participate in this study.
You can withdraw from this study at anytime without your job being affected.
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If you decide to participate in this study you will obtain an envelope containing the study
questionnaire, a numbered copy of the Study Participant Information Sheet for your personal
records, and two ticket stubs from the box marked “COPD Knowledge Study Questionnaire
Packages”. Directions will be taped on the outside of the box. A designated quiet space on the
nursing unit will be identified for you to complete the questionnaire. Open the envelope, review
the information, and complete the questionnaire. Do not write your name, initials, or any other
personal information on the questionnaire, envelope, or ticket stub. Place the completed
questionnaire and one ticket stub in the envelope. Seal the envelope and place in the box marked
“Completed COPD Knowledge Study Questionnaires”. Keep the Study Participant Information
Sheet and the second ticket stub. The submitted ticket stub will be entered into a draw for one of
four twenty five dollar gift certificates from Winners©/Homesense© or Superstore© that will
take place once data collection is complete.
Is taking part in the study voluntary and confidential? Your participation in this study is
totally voluntary. It is entirely up to you to decide whether or not to take part in this study. Your
job will not be affected whether you take part in the study or not. You will be providing implied
consent by reading and keeping the numbered Study Participant Information Sheet, completing,
and returning the questionnaire. Your responses will be anonymous. You may answer only the
questions that you feel comfortable in answering. You can withdraw from taking part in this
study at any time. You do not have to give a reason. If you wish to withdraw from the study,
you should contact Mary Harris or Dr. Janet Bryanton. When calling to withdraw from the
study, do not provide your name or place of work. You only need to provide the number
that is located on the upper right of your Study Participant Information Sheet. Your
completed questionnaire will be located and destroyed. You have the right to ask questions
about this study at any time.
What will happen to your information? All the information collected will be kept strictly
confidential and anonymous. Your information will not be able to be identified in any reports or
publications. All returned questionnaires will be stored in a locked drawer in a locked office at
the QEH. Electronic data will be stored on a password protected computer. Only the researchers
will be able to see and use the data. After 5 years the questionnaires will be shredded and
electronic data deleted.
Are there risks or benefits to taking part in this study? There are no known risks to taking
part. The information gathered in this study will be used to plan future educational activities for
triage nurses to support their professional development and improve patient care.
If you have questions about the study you can contact:
Mary Harris by phone at (w) 902-894-2356, (h) 902-836-4743, or by e-mail at
mcharris@upei.ca.
Dr. Janet Bryanton, Thesis Supervisor, by phone 902-628-4344, or by e-mail at
jbryanton@upei.ca.
The Health PEI Research Ethics Board (Health PEI REB), by phone: 902-569-0576 or by e-mail
at reb@ihis.org (link sends e-mail) OR Joy Knight, Research Compliance & Awards
Coordinator, UPEI, by phone 902-620-5104 or by e-mail at reb@upei.ca
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Appendix K
Study Recuitment Poster

Attention Health PEI Emergency
Triage Nurses
I am seeking volunteers to take part in a study that
asks PEI Emergency Triage Nurses about their
knowledge of Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary
Disease (COPD).
Who qualifies for this study?
ALL emergency triage nurses who are trained in
CTAS and perform triage during their shift are
eligible to participate in this study.
What will you be asked to do?
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Your participation will involve completing a short
anonymous questionnaire about COPD. The
questionnaire should take about 15 minutes to
complete. The paper questionnaire will be
available on the nursing unit and will be completed
during working hours.
In appreciation for your time, you will be entered
in a draw for a chance to win one of four $25.00
gift certificates from Winners©/ Homesense© OR
Superstore©.
How can you find out more about the study?
More information about this study will be
provided to you by the researcher (Mary Harris)
or your nurse manager or you can contact:
Mary Harris, University of Prince Edward Island
Phone: 902-836-4743 OR email: mcharris@upei.ca
This study is approved by: Health PEI Research
Ethics Board and UPEI Research Ethics Board.
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